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ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, September

NawsBstAblUlisdigdl
ttsrald Kntablluiied 1908

WALTZ IS WANTED

N. M: G.

Estancia, N. M.,
Sept. 17, 1918.
Mountain Division,
American Red Cross,
Denver, Colorado.
Gentlemen:
Whereas, knowing the ' fact
that our fellow citizen, Rev. W.
J. Waltz, who isa member of the
Executive Committee and secretary of the Home Service depart
ment of this county, has offered
his services to the American Red
Cross, we. the undersigned mem
bers of the Estancia Red Cross
Executive Committee, believing
that his services are indispensi-bl- e
to the welfare of this chapter
and community, earnestly re
quest that he be permitted to remain in Estancia for the success
of the Home Service work as
well as the general work of the
American Red Cross."""
Estancia Red Cross Chapter.
A. J. Green, Chairman.
C. H. Bennett, Secretary.
Executive Committee:
J. B. Eish
J. L. Stubblefield
H. I. Spitzmesser
Carl Sherwood
R. L. Strong, Co. Agent
J. N. Burton
Neal Jenson
John Berkshire, Mayor
E. L, Garvin Cleofes Romero
Fred H. Ayers
L. A. Rousseau
,

That the N. M. C. Railway Co
are doing more than could be
reasonably expected, under pres
ent circumstances, in building
up the property, is a matter for
the liveliest satisfaction to the
people along the road, and sin
cere congratulations to' the management.
The activity in this line is far
beyond the expectations of any
body we did not even hope that

Hurrah for President Wilson!
He did exactly what all
Americans hoped he would so much would be done.
This week witnesses the bedo with that "peace" proposal
ginning of a new standard stock
yards, to be located just south of
flung it back in the teeth of the
the depot on the east side of the
track.
hypocrites who sent it.
Traffic Manager C. A. Richard
We want no parleys with the son was nere Monday and au
thorized the work.
Hun.
The yards will be equipped
Unconditional surrender and
with stock scales, and water will
be piped to the yards, so that
for the blackest crimes of every facility
needed Dy stocK
all history, must precede peace par- shippers will be supplied.
In this particular matter the
leys.
railroad management have ac
ceded to requests and representations by Estancia business
men. It has been represented
A very beautiful wedding was that if the road would furnish
solemnized at the home of Mr. proper facilities the stockmen
and Mrs. A. J. Mitchell at Cedar-val- would load and unload here in
New Mexico, on Tuesday stead of driving to and from
evening, September 10, 1918, other points, and now that the
when their daughter. Hazel, was road is doing its part, it is sin
united in marriage to Mr. P. L. cerely hoped that stockmen will
Mitchell, the Rev. Waltz officiat- give the road their patronage.
ing.
The interests of the N. M. C.
The bride was dressed in white and by far the greater part of
crepe de chine trimmed with the valley are mutual, as we all
pearl beads, and the groom wore realized when there was threat
a suit of blaak.
of dismantling the road. There,
The couple were attended by fore it behooves all
the
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Mitchell who stockmen included, to give the
were married a few weeks ago. road all the business possible,
Dainty refreshments
were
In this connection it gives us
served immediately after the much pleasure to chronicle the
ceremony.
fact that work in other directions
The bride and groom have a in the matter of building up the
host of friends who wish them a property is being pushed with all
long and happy journey through possible speed.
V
life.
Mr. J. W. Slack, superintend
ent of bridges and building, has
long been employed oh other
- BEAN. GROWERS' MEETING
roads, and knows his business
There will be a meeting of the from the ground up.
directors of the Estancia local of
Bisides pushing the work ot
the New Mexico Bean Growers' putting in new ties, bridge buildAssociation Saturday, September" ing and other building operations
21, at the county agent's office. are going forward with speed.
I wish all members of the As
The new water tank at this
sociation would be present and place was completed in record
bs prepared to let us know how time, and has now been in sermany sacks you are going to vice several weeks.
need.
A new storehouse and office
This will be a good time for building 64x128 feet is now going
bean growers who are not mem- up rapidly in the Estancia yards.
bers of the organization to join. It is located north of the machine
Remember the date, Saturday, shop and south of the carpenter
September 21, at 2 p. m. C. M. and paint shop, where it will be
Milbourn, Secretary.
more convenient than in the old
MITCHELL-MITCHEL- L

e,

oT-us-

BAPTIST

D

CHURCH

Preaching Sunday 11 a m. and
8:15 p. m.

Sunday school 10 a. m., Clyde
Everitt, Superintendent.
Prayer meeting Wednesday
night at 8:15 p. m.
Come to our Sunday school if
not going elswhere.
We are always glad to have
you in our services.
. W. C. Grant, Pastor.
$25 Buys This Fine Organ.
We have on hand in Estancia a
sDlendid Farrand & Votev orean,

Rather than pay freight and
shipping expenses on this instru
ment to Denver, we will sell it at
an unusual bargain, and allow
moderate terms if desired. Pur
chaser may also have privilege
of exchanging it without discount on any piano or player- piano in our immense Btock,
Please give two references in let
ter. Write today. The Knight
Campbell Mu3ic Co., Denver
Colo., Largest in the West.
Thelma Maxey. aged about
eight years, only child of Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Maxey, was bitten by
a rattlesnake at the home south
of Scholle last Wednesday. Mr.
Maxey was at Mountainair, and
the nearest help was a mile away.
The child was taken to Mourn-tainai- r
and then, to Albuquerque
The body was
where she died.
taken to Texas for bura'. The
Maxey family went from here to
their present home last spring
with others from the Lane

.

SELLERS

FOR

GOVERNOR

Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 18.
The sentiment throughout the
state for Col. D. K. B. Sellers
for governor on the Democratic
ticket is increasing daily.
I do not believe in beginning
the campaign until after the Lib
erty Loan Drive," said Col. Sel
lers, but immediately after that,
adopt the offensive and go to it.
We must win the war and in order to aid in doing so, we must
make an effort to develop the
natural resources of the state
and give the live stock industry
the very best state
We must make our natural roads
a quick asset by proper system
We should
of maintenance.
have a revision of our taxation
law and I believe in our state endorsing the National Prohibition
Law and bettering our educa
tional system wherever possible.
I believe in being FAIR to the
high and the low, to the rich and
the poor, to the strong and the
1 am tor our f lag, our
weak.
Boys, President Wilson, and the
adv
State of New Mexico. ' '
RESOLUTIONS

OF RESPECT

A

.

1918

19,

judicial district.
We have Known Mr. Taylor
for several years. He is about
thirty-thre- e
years old and has
been practicing before the various courts for several years and
has been associated with E. C.
Wade, Sr. for mere than five
years.
He is a graduate of the
New Mexico Agricultural College
and took a short law course at
Columbia University, New York
City.
We ' believe he is well
qualified to fill the high position
of district judge.
Mr, Taylor is honest, sober,
industrious, and an able lawyer.
He is not a member of any political faction and has no political debts to pay.
We believe
that the citizens of the third judicial district want a man for
district judge who is qualified,
independent and who will be impartial in the administration of
justice. We believe that Mr.
Taylor has these qualifications
and that he will continue to live
up to his high record.
At the age of twelve years Mr.
Taylor commenced life as a coal
miner. Nearly twenty years
ago he came to New Mexico and
worked in the coal mines at
His
Capitán, Lincoln county.
determination to obtain an education caused him to study at
night and during spare time.
Fifteen years ago he arrived at
the New Mexico Agricultural
College where he worked his
way through that institution.
We respectfully urge the citi
zens of the third judicial district
He isa
to support this man.
candidate for the Republican
nomination and we believe that
you will make no mistake if you
lend him your entire support.
Cordially yourB,
GEO. B.JOHNSON.
A, H. LOOMIS.
W. C. BUELL.

.

THISISTHEWAYTO

Start your boy
Bank your money
AND YOU

CAN

THE BEST DIPLO MA'A BOY CAN HAVE IS A BANK ACCOUNT
THEN HE IS READY TO FACE LIFE'S BATTLES.
ALL THE BIGGEST, RICHEST MEN, ALMOST WITHOUT EXCEPTION, GRADUATED FROM THAT SCHOOL.
PRACTICAL, WORKING KNOWLEDGE
IS CONTAINED IN A
BANKBOOK. THE BOY WHO HAS EARNED ONE FOR HIS DIPLOMA KNOWS HOW TO FACE THE WORLD.
START YOUR
BOY IN RIGHT NOW.
COME TO OUR BANK.

Estancia Savings Bank

i

DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON,
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER
Relinquishment Wanted.

I want to buy homestead relinquishment in Torrance county.
Send full description of land and
improvements and quote lowest
price. Frank Harris, Box 106,
Newcastle, Texas.

We

NEAL JENSON. Cashier
BURRUSS. President
N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.

Vict ory

n

a thrill
It touches our deepest hopes, our best instincts

The word carries

and our

pride.
It spells peace, freedom, prosperity.
Yes, Liberty Bonds equip armies, build fleets.
But they do something far greater they buy Victory.
per cent Yes and Victory.
Four and
Invest for Victory in a spirit of Victory.
Buy Liberty Bonds to your utmost.

aud Friends

are prepared to take care

For sale, a double disc plow,
and some rabbit or hog fence,
cheap. J. J. Smith.
Mr. McClintock was up from
his claim below Scholle the latter
part of last week visiting his son
and daughter in Estancia.

C. A.

head of cows
and young stock, 4 Jersey cows,
balance Red Polled and Durham.
If cattle are sold, will lease ranch
of 480 acres, plenty of water,
good grass. Only 1 miles from
station and school, J. E. Patterson, Lucy.
Notice to Customers

H. F. SHELTON

.1

Cattle for Sale.
Twenty-seve-

48

STATEMENT

We, the undersigned citizens
of Dona Ana county desire to
make a statement relative to the
candidacy of Mr. Lytton R. Tay
lor for the judgeship of the third

adv

Volume XIV No.

of

one-quart- er

uour Liberty Bonds, Thrift and
War Savings Stamps, without cost
to uou. Bring or send them
and Stockmens Bank of
Estancia.
mers

SPACE PATRIOTICALLY

DONATED BY

Whereas, It has pleased the
FARMERS AND STOCKMENS BANK
Almighty to call from our midst
For rent, good bean farm,
our dear friend and club mem farmed last three years. Inlocation.
.
Work is proceeding on wreck ber, Owen Johnson, therefore,
quire at this office.
Be it Resolved by the Boys'
ing cars and apparatus, so that
in case of acudent the work or and Girls' Club of District 49,
1st, That by his death we have
clearing up will not have to be
prosecuted under such great dis- lost a bright and enthusiastic
club member, whose presence
advantages as hitherto.
Mr. Slack tells us that a new will be greatly missed; having
bridge of standard construction lived such a life that would be
has just been finished near Stan well for us to emulate.
2nd. That we deeply sympa
ley, and the bridge force are now
at work on another near Moriarty. thize with his parents and broth
Both of the trains are now ers and sisters in ineir gnei.
eauiDDed with nice, standard and will say to them that their
passenger coaches, the last ot loss is Heaven's gain.
3rd. That we send a copy of
which was turned out of the
shop just a few days ago. They these resolutions to the
Is now here, and a reminder to us all that we must get our WINTER
look like new, having been en reaved family and a copy
tirely overhauled and repainted. sent to the county papers for
CLOTHING.
and are just as nice looking and publication.
.
C. H. BENNETT,
of
comfortable as anybody's coach
Regardless of market conditions in getting merchandise, we were one
County Club Leader.
es. . The traveling public ought
W.B.YARBROUGH,
wanted.
they
to appreciate this.
the few fortunate merchants who were able to buy what
Local Club Leader, District 49.
All of which is good indeed.
In our Dress Goods Department you will find a much larger and better
Hoods,
assortment than ever before. Knit Goods in Gloves, Caps,
by
THE HELLUMS STORE for Soap
Sweaters and sets, a large and well selected stock.
Coffee in 25 or 50 pound lots. Also
case,
the
all moderately priced in Cot-

FALL

I

S"

tablets, pencils, stationery. In fact, anything
in this Store cheap for cash. . Get what you pay for.

COMFORTS RND BLHNKETS,
ton, Mixed, and All Wool.

See us for good, honest merchandise.

Call and Examine the Stock
Respectfully,

HELLUMS
By J. M. TUTTLE

Estancia Lumber Co.
THE STORE THAT STRIVES TO PLEASE AND TAKE CARE OF ITS TRADE

ESTANCIA

NáioíFiñj-Thie- e
Jbeñtañ&W Sinclair
HAZEL GETS

A TERRIFYING

GLIMPSE OF THE RUTHLESS

a
meadow, where ripe yellow grasses waved to their horses'
knees. Hazel came afoot, a fresh-kille- d
deer lashed across Silk's back.
' Bill
hesitated, aa If taking hla bearings, then led to where a rocky spur
of a hill jutted Into the meadow's edge.
A spring bubbled out of a pebbly basin, and be poked about In the grass
beside It with his foot, presently Btoop-ln- g
to pick up something which proved
to be a short bit of charred stick.
"The remains of my last campflre,"
he smiled remlnlscently.
"Packs off,
old pal. We're through with the trail
for a while." .
CHAPTER

XI.

WAYS OF THE WILDERNESS.

NEWS-HERAL-

dead-gam- e
sport, or you'd have hol
lered long ago."
And. next day, to Hazel, sitting by
watching him swing the heavy, double-bitte-d
ax on the foundation logs of
their winter home. It all seemed foolish, that heaviness of heart which
sometimes assailed her. She was perfectly happy. They bad plenty of food.
In a few brief months Bill would wrest
a sack of gol 1 from the treasure bouse
of the North, and they would journey
home by easy stages. Why should she
brood?
It was sheer folly a mere
ebb of spirit.
Fortune favored them to the extent
of letting the October storms remain
In abeyance
until Bill finished his
cabin, with a cavernous fireplace of
rough stone at one end. Followed then the erection of a
stable to shelter the horses. Midway
of Its construction a cloud bank blew
out of the northeast, and a foot of
snow fell. Then It cleared to brilliant
days of frost. BUI finished his stable.
At night he tied the horses therein. By
day they were turned loose to rustle
their fodder from under the crisp
snow. - It was necessary to husDana
the stock of hay, for spring might be

pricked up at the strange sight, shlv-orlnir In Hio hitter northwest Wind that
assailed their bare, unprotected bodies.
Bill himself drew obck rrom m
nH
taroit nt It flrerilv. He kept Sl- lence until Hnxel timidly put her hand
on his arm.
'Yon watched that fire all ngnt.
didn't you?" he said then.
But he
"BUI, BUI!" she cried.
merely shrugged his shoulders, and
kept his gaze fixed on the burning
stable.
To Hazel, shlverlne with the cold,
Avon einoA n fliiA war to the Intense
heat. It seemed an Incredibly short
time till a glowing mouna oeiow um
alum, iavoi .i-- a nil that remained; a
black-edge- d
pit that belched smoke
That ana nve noraes
and sparks.

Four Walla and a Roof.
Brought to It by a kindlier road,
Hazel would have found that nook In
Synopsis. Miss Hazel Weir, a stenographer, living at Granville.
the Klnppan range a pleasant enough
ta
Ontario. Is placed under a cloud by circumstances for which she
place. She could not deny Its beauty.
entirely blameless. To escape from the groundless gossip that pursues
But she was far too trail weary to ap
her, she secures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, In a
preciate the grandeur of the Klappan
first
she
house,
boarding
a
There,
at
range. She desired nothing so much
wild part of British Columbia.
"unt"J-Sooof
that
character
Wagstaff,
a
as rest and comfort, and the solemn
"Roaring
Bill"
sees
woods.
mountains were neither restful nor
nfter her arrival Hazel loses her way while walking In the
camp
fire
soothing.
They stood too grim and
She wanders until night when she renches "Roaring Bill's"
she
morning,
but
aloof In a lonely land.
In the woods. He promises to take her home In the
In
wnnderlng
the
woqris.
After
Is compelled to spend the night In the
There was so much to be done, work late.
taking
After that they went hunting. The
woods all the next day, "Roaring Bill" finally admits that he Is
of the hands; a cabin to build, and a
Hazel to his cabin In the mountains. Hazel finds upon their arrival at
hay
stable;
be cut and stacked so third day BUI shot two moose In an
to
the cabin that she cannot hope to escape from the wilderness before
that their horses might Uve through open glade ten miles afield. It took
spring. During the long winter "Roaring Bill" treats Hazel with the
the 'long winter which already her- them two more days to haul in the
to
to
her
Induce
and
her
tries
greatest respect. He tells her he loves
alded his approach with sharp, sting frozen' meat on a sled.
to
Coola.
Bella
her
he
spring
takes
He also laid In a stock of frozen
In
the
marry him, but she refuses.
ing frosts at night, and flurries of
a
'
trout by the simple expedient of locatsnow, along .the higher ridges.
where she can get a boat to Vancouver. At Vancouver Hazel takes
she realizes that she loves Wagstaff
BUI staked the tent beside the ing a large pool, and netting the
train for Granville, but on the way"Roaring
through a
Bill" Is overjoyed and toand decided to return to him.
spring, fashioned a rode fork out of speckled denizens thereof
married.
post
After
and
are
bay
hole In the Ice.
gether they travel to a Hudson
handle
a
pronged
fitted
willow,
a
and
spot
So their larder was amply supplied.
several months they decide to go farther Into the mountains to a
to the scythe be had brought for the
where BUI Is confident there Is gold.
parpóse. From dawn o dark be swung And, as the cold rigidly tightened Its
deepened She Was Working on a Pair of Moc
the keen' blade In the heavy grass grip, and succeedingtillsnows
casins, After an Indian Pattern.
besnowshoes
blanket
the
white
Behind
which carpeted the bottom.
came imperative, Bill began to string humped tall to the driving wind, stol- and
halted,
top
Bill
of
the
short
mounds
Just
piled
Hazel
him
It
In
little
Continued.
CHAPTER X
wiped the sweat out of his eyes. And with a fork.
She snuaaereo wim
She Insisted on this, out a Une of traps.
Idlv enduring.
10
December winged by, the days suc something besides the cold. And then
gaze suddenly became though it blistered ber hands and
he
stood
as
his
the
crossed
they
day
second
On the
panglittering
ceeding
each
point
like
a
other
fixed,
at
stare
a concentrated
brought furious pains to her back. If
BUI spoke absently, his eyes still on
Skeena. a risky and tedious piece of
his glasses.
her man must strain every nerve she els on a black ground of long, drear
the smoldering heap.
business, for the river ran deep and northward. He raised
"By thunder I" he exclaimed. "I be- would lighten the burden with what nights. Christmas came. They mus"Five feet of caked snow on top or
strong.
holiday
every blade of grass," she heard him
strength she had. And with two pair tered up something of the
Presently the way grew rougher. If lieve It's me for the top."
of
cari
dining
gayly
off a roast
He went up the few remaining yards of hands to the task, the plies of bay spirit,
matter. "They can't browse on trees,
anything. Roaring Bill increased bis
Hazel had saved like deer."
He himself no longer rode. with a haste that left Hazel panting gathered thick on the meadow. When bou. For the occasion
pace.
the
With
potntoes.
the
dozen
half
last
balanced
stood
he
Above
behind.
and
her
BUI judged that the supply reached
He had stuck his rifle butt first in
When the steepness of the hills
evolved the snow. He walked over to It; Hazel
canyons made the going hard the packs on a bowlder, cut sharp against the twenty tons, he built a rude sled with material at her command she
a Christmas pudding, serving it with followed. When he stood, with tha
were redlvtded, and henceforth Satin sky, and she reached htm Just as he a rack on it, and hauled In the hay
brandy sauce. And after satisfying rifle slung In the crook of his arm, she
bore on his back a portion of the sup- lowered the field glasses with a sigh with a saddle horse.
exulappetites bred of a morning tilt with tried again to break through this silent
eyes
shone with
emp
had
when
he
Bill,
Bill led the way tirelessly. of relief. His
!"
said
'Amen
plies.
;
they aloofness which cut her more deeply
Through files, river crossings, camp tation.
tied the rack for the last time, and Jack Frost along Bill's trap line,
"Come on up on the perch," he In- the hay rose In a neat stack. "That's spent a pleasant hour picturing their than any harshness of speech could
labor, and all the petty Irritations of
be holly have done.
the trail he kept an unruffled spirit, a vited, and reached forth a long, mus- another load off my mind. I can build next Christmas. There would
the festicular arm, drawing her up close be"BUI, I'm so sorry!" she pleaded.
fine, enduring patience that Hazel marcabin and a atable In six feet of and bright lights and music
of
all restraint.
"It's terrible, I know. What can we
snow If I have to, but there would val spirit freed
veled at and admired. Many a time, side him on the rock.
A day or two after the first of the do?"
"Behold the Promised Land," be have been a slim chance of haying once
wakening at some slight stir, she
"Do? Huh !" he snorted. "If I ever
would find him cooking breakfast. In breathed, "nnd the gateway thereof, a storm bit us. We wouldn't go hun year Roaring BUI set out to go over
every way within his power he saved lying a couple of miles to the north," gry there's-moos- e
enough to feed an one of the uttermost trap Unes. Five have to die before my time, I hope it
They were. It teemed to Hazel, roost army ranging In that low ground to the minutes after closing the door be was will be with a full belly and my head
her.
back.
In the nlr and mercifully swift."
Manv a strange shift were they put ing precariously on the very summit south."
great
a
fell
"Easy with that fire, little person,
to. Once Bill had to
of the world. On both sides the moun
Even then she had no clear Idea
"There's everything that one needs,
twenty-fooIt
crevice.
out
blowing
of
t
"She's
cautioned.
a
across
he
spruce
of his Intention. She looked up at him
tain pitched away sharply in rugged almost. In the wilderness. Isn't there?"
took him two days to hew It flat so folds. Behind them, between them and Hazel observed reflectively. "But still the northwest again. The sparks are pleadingly, but he was staring at the
that his horses could be led over. The the far Pacific, rolled a sea of moun the law of life Is awfully harsh, don't sailing pretty high. Keep your eye horses, his teeth biting nervously at
glncler-torgl you think. Bill. Isolation Is a terrible on It, Hazel."
depth was bottomless to the eye. but tains, snow-cappehis under Up. Suddenly he blinked.
"All right. BUlum," she replied. "I'll and she saw his eyes moisten. In the
from far below rose the cavernous gantlc.
thing when It la so absolutely com
Hazel
and
water,
rushing
of
be
growl
careful."
same instant he threw up his rifle. At
"Down there," Roaring Bill waved plete. Suppose something went wrong?
held her breath as each animal stepped his hand, "there's a little meadow, and There's no help, and no mercy absoNot more than fifty yards separated the thin, vicious crack of It Silk col
gingerly over the narrow bridge. One turf to walk on. Lord, I'll be glad to lutely none. Nature, when you get the house and stable. At the stable lapsed.
misstep
get out of these rocks I You'll never close to her, is so Inexorable."
end stood the stack of hay, a low hum
She understood then. With her hand
Once they climbed three weary days catch me coming In this way again.
pressed hard over her mouth to keep
Bill eyed her a second. Then he put mock above the surrounding drift. Ex
range,
and,
reup a precipitous mountain
It's sure tough going. And I've been his arms around. her, and patted ber cept for the place where Bill dally
back the hysterical scream that threatmoved the supply for his horses there ened, she fled to the house. Behind
turned back In sight of the crest by scared to death for. a week, thinking balr tenderly.
a spark, ber the rifle spat forth Its staccato
foothold
an Impassable cliff, were forced to we couldn't get through."
much
was
for
not
"Is It getting on your nerves already. since a thin coat of snow overlaid the message of death. For a few seconds
deback track and swing a fifty-mil- e
"But we cant"
person?" he asked. "Nothing's
greater part of the top. But there was the mountains flung whiplike echoes
tour. September was upon them. The
"Yes, easy," he assured. "Take the little
go wrong. I've been In wild
catastrophe.. The chlm back and forth In a volley. Then the
days dwindled In length, and the nights glasses and look. That flat we left our going to
country too often to make mistakes or that chance offireplace yawned
top,
grew to have a frosty nip.
wide to sibilant voice of the wind alone broke
to
pretty
well
ney of their
the
outfit In runs
get
Life Isn't a bit harsher
vomiting sparks and ash like the stillness.
sky,
Early and late he pushed on. Two about two miles along. Then there's- - here careless.
the
ant
heaps.
human
In
than
the
were fortunately a notch In the ridge that you can't get
camp necessities
a miniature volcano when the Are was
Numbed with the cold, terrified at
What dqestheold, settled country do roúghry stirred, or an extra heavy supabundant, grass and water. Even so,
the elementnl ruthlessness of It all, she
Í when" you
money
'you
nave
neither
to
on
told
the
ply of dry wood laid on. When the
the stress of the trail
on the bed, denied even
nor job? It treats you worse than the wind whistled out of the northwest the threw herself
horses. They lost flesh. The extreme i
and heavy- the relief of tears. Dry-eye- d
worst the North can do; for, lacking
steepness of succeeding hills bred galls
flight was fair over the stack, hearted, she waited for her husband's
of
line
you
to
access
denies
price,
the
it
the
under the heavy packs. They grew
It behooved them to watch wind and. coming, and dreaded it for the first
abundance that mocks you In every Are.
leg weary, no longer following each
time she had seen her 15111 look on her
you out of the
end
window,
bars
shop
step
and
sprightly
heads
with
other
Hazel washed up her breakfast with cold, critical anger. For an Inhouses that Une the streets. Here, dishes, and set the cabin in order ac
high. Hazel pitied them, for she herlay listening for
everything needful is yours for the tak- cording to her housewifely Instincts. terminable time she
self was trail weary beyond words.
latch, every nerve
ing. No, little person, I don't think Then she curled up In the chair which the click of the
The vagnbond Instinct had fallen
tight,
strung
the law of Ufe Is nearly so harsh here-a- s "fell! had painstakingly constructed for
asleep. The fine aura of romance no
He came at last, and the thump of
It is'wheriTthe mob struggles for its her especial comfort-wlt- h
- longer
hovered over the venture.
only ax and
as he. stood It against the wall
dally bread.
It's, more open and knife for tools. She was working on his rifle
Sometimes when dusk ended the
had no more than sounded before he
l.
aboveDoara nere; more up to me
day's Journey and she swung her stifof moccasins after an Indian was bendtng over her. He sat down
pair
a
But It's lonely sometimes. I Dattern. and she grew wholly absorbed
fened llnihs out of the saddle, she
mi the prira of the bed. nnd nutting
guess that's what alls you."
would cheerfully have foregone all the
In the task, drawing stitch after stitch his arm across her shoulders, turned
"Oh, poufl" she denied. "I'm not of sinew strongly and neatly Into
Bold In the North to be at her ease
faced him,
lonely, so long as I've got you. But ploce. When nt length the soreness her gently so that she
fireplace In their distant
before-th- e
"Never mlnd; little person," be whissometimes I think of something hap- of her fingers warned her that she had
cabin, with her man's head nesting In
"it's Jóne'nnd over. I'm sórry
pening to you sickness and accidents, been nt work a long time, she looked pered
her lap, and no toll of weary miles
I slashed at you the way I did. That's
and nil that."
looming sternly on the morrow's horl-roat her watch.
a fool man's way If he's hurt and
"Forget It!" Bill exhorted. "That's
It was all work, trying work, the
"Goodness me! Bill's due home any soré he always has to Jump on some
more trying because she sensed a
the worst of living In this big. still time, and I haven t a thing ready to body
else."
ñe Introspective,
country it makes
latent uneasiness on her husband's
eat," she exclaimed. "And here's my
Bill!" she cried forlornly,
part, an uneasiness she could never In- and so confoundedly conscious of what fire nearly out.:'
"I know It's my fault. I let the fire
duce him to embody In words. NeverJ
puny atoms we human beings are,
She piled on wood, nnd stirring the almost go out. and then built It up
theless. It existed, nnd she resented Its
all. But there's less chance of coals under It, fanned them with her big
In the Heavy after
without thinking. And I know
existence a trouble she could not Swung the Keen Blade
sickness here than any place. Walt husband's old felt hat forgetful of being sorry doesn't make any differ
Crass.
share. But she could not put her fintill I get that cabin built, with a big sparks or aught but that she should ence. But please I don't want to be
ger on the cause, for Bill merely smiled with the naked eye, and a wider can- fireplace nt one end. We'll be more be cooking against his hungry
arrival
over It. 1 11 never be care
a denial when she mentioned It.
and things will look a Outside, the wind blew lustily, driving miserable
yon running down Into the basin. It's comfortable,
less again."
Nor did she fnthom the cause until thonly decent break in the divide for little rosier. This thing of everlasting the loose snow across the open In long, ' "All right; I won't talk about It
npon a certain duy which fell upon fifty miles so far as I can see. We're hurry and hard work gets on every- wavering ribbons. But she had forhon." he said. "I don't think you will
body's nerves."
the end of a week's wearisome traverse lucky to hit this pass."
gotten that It was In the dangerous ever be careless about such things
was
afternoon
of
yet
the
still quarter, and she did not recall that Im again. The North won't let us get
of the hardest country
encountered.
The best
"Suppose we couldn't get over here?"
They broke out of a canyon up Hazel asked. "What If there hadn't unspent when the haystacklng termi- portant fact even when she sat down awav with It. The wilderness Is big
nated, and Bill declared a holiday.
which they had struggled all day onto been a pass?"
again to watch her moose steaks broil ger than we are, and it's merciless If
a level plot where the pine stood In
When the fire had sunk to dull em- on the glowing coals raked apart from we make mistakes:
"That was beginning to keep me
somber ranks. A spring creek split the awake nights," ho confessed. "Do you bers, and the stars were peeping shyly the leaping blaze. The flames licked
"I see that." She shuddered Invol
flat In two. Beside this tiny stream realize that It's getting late In the In the open flap of their tent, sbe whis- Into the throat of the chimney with untarily.
"It's a grim country. It
giant
cat.
Bill unlnshed his packs. It still lacked year? , Winter may come blng ! In- pered In bis ear:
a
of
the purr
frightens me."
two hours of dark. But he made no side of ten days. And me caught In
I'm
sense
complaining
warned
Im
her
sixth
of
think
No
mustn't
"You
"Don't let it," he said tenderly. - "So
comment, nnd Hazel forbore to trouble a rock pile, with no cabin to shelter or lonesome or anything, Billy boy, pending calamity. It burst upon her long as we have our health and
Once the packs my best girl, nnd no hay up to feed my when I make remarks like I did today. with startling abruptness only when strength we can win out and be
hlin with questions.
were off and the horses at liberty. BUI horses! You bet It bothered me."
I love you a heap, and I'd be happy she opened the door to throw out some stronger for the experience."
caught up his rifle.
She hugged hlin sympathetically, and anywhere with you. And I'm really scraps of discarded meat, for the blaze
"How can you prospect In the spring
"Come on, Hazel," he said. "Let's BUI smiled down nt her.
and truly at home In the wilderness. of the burning stack shot thirty fet$J without horses to pock the outfit T" she
"But It's plain sailing now," he con- Only only sometimes 1 have a funny In the air. and the smoke rolled across asked, after a little. ."How can we get
take a little hike."
The flat was small, and once clear tinued. "I know that basin and all the feeling ; as If I were afraid. I look up the meadow In a sooty manner.
out of here with all the stuff we'll
Bareheaded, In a thin pair of mocca have?'
of It the pines thinned out on a steep, country beyond It. It'a a pretty decent at these big mountains, and they seem
rocky slope so that westward they camping place, and there's a fairly to be scowling as If we were tres- sins, without coat or mittens to fend
"We'll manage It." he assured light
frost. Hazel ly. "We'll get out with our furs and
couicl overlook a vast network of can- easy way out."
passers or something."
her from the lance-toothe- d
yons nnd mountain spurs. But ahead
He bestowed a reassuring kiss upon
"I know." Bill drew her close to ran to the stable. She could get the gold, all right, and we won't go hunef them the mountain rose to an up- her. They sat on the boulder for a him. "But that's Just mood. I've felt horses out, perhaps, before the log gry on the way, even If we have no
standing backbone of jumbled granite, few minutes, then scrambled downhill that same sensation up here a foolish. walls became their crematory But Bill, pack train. Leave it to me.
All the
coming In from his traps, reached the
flat, and built their Indefinable forebodlag.
and on this backbone Bill Wagstaff to the jnrk-pln- e
places of the earth produce stable first, and there was nothing Tor
bent an anxious eye. Presently they evening fire. And for the first time
ant down on a bowlder to take a In many days Roaring Bll! whistled that effect If one Is at all Imaginative. her to do but stand and watch with a
Hazel, by a queer twist of
He untied
breathing spell nfter a stiff stretch of and lightly burst Into snatches of song It's the bigness of everything, and the sickening
luck, makes a rich, "strike,
climbing. Hniel slipped her hand In In the deep, bellowing voice that had eternal stillness. It would be hard on and clubbed the reluctant horses out
which atones for the thoughtgiven him his name back In the Cari- the nerves to live here always. Bnt side. AlreaJy the stable end against
his nnd whlspred:
that previously had
lessness
boo country.
"Whnt is It. Bllly-boy- r
His humor was Infec- we're only after a stake then all the the hay was shooting up tongues of
brought disaster upon her and
open
get
lapped
over here tious. Hazel felt the gods of high pleasant places of the earth are
swiftly
flame. As the blaze
"I'm afraid we can't
BUI. The next Installment tells
with ihe horses." he answered slowly. adventure smiling broadly upon them to us; with that little old log house over the roof and ate Into the walls,
how It happened.
And if we can't find a pass of some once more.
np by Pine river for a refuge when- the horses struggled through the deep
At noon, two days later, they stepped ever we get tired of the world at large. drift, lunging desperately to gain a few
dlnd well, come on! It Isn't more
(TO BB CONTLNUBUX)
ttu anarter of a mile to the top." out of a heavy stand of sprue into Cuddle up nd go to sleep. You're a yards, then turned to stand with ears

.
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MARKET
QUOTATIONS
WHtirn Newspaper Union Newe Service.
DENVER MARKET.
Cattle.
Pat steers, grassers, choice.$14. 00 16.00
to prima
Fat ateers, grasaera, good
O012.60
to choice
lair to
Fat steers, grasaera, "J".":'

.? 00

11.60

5'
Heifers, prime
9.50
8. 60
Cowi, fat, good to cnoloe.. 7.
8.60
60
Cow8, fair to good.
1.75
600
to
fair
Cowa, niedliwn
00$ 60
Cowi, cannera
00 a 7.60
Bulla
0014.00
.
Veal calvea
00311.60
10
good
to
chotea....
Feeders,
? 75
Feeders, fair to good
6010.00
Stockers, good to cholea..
8.60
Stockers, fair to good....... 7. 00
00
7. 76
Blockers, medium to fair.
Hsga.
....IU.50O20.60
Good koga

..$16.60 17.00
Lambs
1 0.00
10.50
..
..
Ewes
;
Yearlings
12.0013.74
Wether
Hay and tíralo Market. (F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
Hay.
Rituln. Prions
Colorado, upland, per ton. .$28.00024.0
Nebraska upland, per ton. 23.0024.00
prairie nay, uoioraoo unu 20.00(921.00
K.hrftik, nr Inn
22.00g26.00
Timothy, per ton
20.00 og 28.00
Alfalfa, per ton
23.00g24.00
South Park, per ton
Ounnlaon Valley, par ton.. 23.0024.0O
6.00
6.00
Straw, per ton
Gra'a.
Oata, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying.. .12.20
Colorado oats, bulk, buying........ 2.25
8.40
Corn chop, sack, aelling.
8.35
Corn In sack, aelling....
2.92..
Gluten feer. sacked, aelling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., aelling... 1.20
Flonr.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lbs., sacked,
15.14
subject to discount
Hungarian, 48 lba., sacked, sub
z.ei
ject to discount
D resaca Poultry.
poultry
following
pricea
on
live
The
are net F. O. B. Denver:
30
Turkeya, fancy d. p
24
Turkeys, old toma
20
Turkeya, choice
Hens, lb
27
Ducks, young
26
Geese
16
Rooeters
Uva Poaltrr.
10
Roosters, lb
012
23
Turkeys, lu ids. or over
22
24
Hens
zs
Ducks, young
27
Ducklings, lb
20
Geese
28
Springs
sy
Broilers, ift to z loa

vn

Ecia.1, net,

Eggs, graded No.
F. O. B. Denver
Eggs, graded No.
W

n

H

n.nv.r

Butter.

Creameries, ex. 1st gra-deCreameries, 2d grade, lb
Proceas
Packing stock

Frnlt.

41

net,

2,

9K

lb.

51
48

44
36
.

Apples. Colorado, box
Peaches, box
Pears. Bartlett, box
Peara, cooking

$1.502.60
1.26 $1.76
8.006 8.50
2.00 S 2.75

.......

12.00
Beans, navy, cwt .
Beana, Pinto, cwt.
8.60
.18
Beans. Lima, lb.
.10
Beana, green, lb
.1244
.10
.12
Beana, wax, lb
.25
.80
Beeta, Colo., doz. bunches
.2.60
tfeets, new, cwt
,
.20
Corn, sweet, dos
.30
2.26
Cabbage, new, Colo
2.75
4.00
Carrots, cwt.
.30
Carrota, Col., ds. bunches
.85
Cauliflower, lb
.06
.08
Celery, homegrown, dos. .30
.45
.20
cucumbers, outaoors. as.
.35
.75
Cucumbers, hothouse, ds. .60
.25
.35
Lettuce, curly, dos. . . . .
.26
.80
Oniona, table, dos
2.60
3.60
Onions, cwt
.15,
parsley, dos
1.35
new,
cwt
2.75
Potatoes,
0 .86
.80
Radishes, long, hothouse
.15
Radishes, round
.25
Spinach, lb
.07
.06
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb. .03
.05
Turnip, cwt
3.00
.25
Turnips, Col., dz. bunches
.20

MAIIKETI.
'
:
t
Metal Prices.
New York. Lead 18.06.
Spelter
ast St. Loula delivery,
$9.009.1244.
;
Bar Sliver 31.01 Vt.
Copper $26.62 44.
Tungsten concentrates
Unit, 124.00.
concentBoulder. Colo. Tungsten
rates. 60 per cent.
20.0022.60 per
unit; 25 per cent, "312.00 12.60; 10 par
cent, t9.4012.20.
MISCISI.I.AjjlSOljj

New YoAt CottVn Prices.
New York. Cotton October, 84.10;
December, 34.05; January, 33.80; March,
33.70; May, 33.5,
Cklrago Uve Stock duotarloaa. "
Chicago. Hogs Top, 320.75: butchers, 320.15 20.60; light, 320.2620.60;
packing. $19.4O20.10; rough, $18.50
19.25; pigs, good and cholea, 318 75
Cattle Beef cattle, good,
and
prime, 217.00ia.20; commonchoice
and medium, 310.2517.00; butcher stock, cows
and heifers. 27.6514.25; canners and
cutters. I6.757.5; stockera and feeders, good, choice and fancy, 811.00
14.00; Inferior, common and medium,
38.00011.00; veal calves, good and
choice. $18.6019.25.
Sheep Lambs, choice and prime,
17.6018.10; medium and good. 316 00
17.60;
culls. 310.0018.50:
ewes,
choice and prima, tll.7512.25: me- u'".
4Uooesoo gaoi' ,llU5n-'6- :
Price af Sazar.
Sufr Centrifugal,
cutyrk
loaf. 10.60; crushed. 10.25;
mould A. 9.50; cubea, 9.75; XXXX
powdered. 9.20; powdered, 9.15: fine
diamond A. 9 00- fxanulated A,and8.90;
No. 1,
SW

8.055;

8.86.

Kaztaaa City Produce.
Kansas City. Mo. Butter Creamery.
49c: seconds. 44c; packing. 37o
Eggs Firsts. 40c; aeconds, 84a
Poultry Hens. 24 He;
springs, 25c; broilers, 25c.roosters. 18o;
Mlaneapolla Grain Prices.
Minneapolis. Barley 86cfi81
Rye 31.60SS1.61H.
Bran $29.31.
Corn $1.6091.64.
Oats 67 H 68 44c
Flax $4.064.1O.
HIDES AND PELTS.
Dry Flint Hlden.
Butcher
Fallen, all weights, Noa. 1, 2 fiat"28c
Bulls and stage Noa.
2
Culls and glue hldea l and ,. flail "lo
Salted hldea, 2c to 3c per lb leas'" i60
Horaehldes one-ha- lf
to two-thlrthe price of green aalted.
Dry Flint Peltn.
Wool pelts, butchers and murrains together
444747c
Short wool pelts
39O40O
Butcher shearlings. No 1
27
30c
No. 2 murrain shearlings
I2tfll4a
Bucka. saddles and pleee if
5c
(ireea Salter
Etc.
Heavy cured. No. 1Hldea,
(over 28

"'
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The Branch House Man
This is one of the Swift & Company
Branch House Men.
They are all pretty much alike in the
way they feel toward their work and that
is what this ad is about.
They know that most people couldn't
get such good meat promptly and in good
condition if it weren't for the branch houses
of which they are in charge.
They know that the branch house is
one of the most important links in the chain
preparing
of
and distributing meat for a

First photograph

marines.

tured

NEWS-HERAL-

2

received showing American troops in Vladivostok ; they nre following n bund of Britiah
ormge near St. Quentln, a hotly contested point. 3 Members of a tank crew examining a cap- rifle, on of the latest devices of the Hun.

Ine

anti-tan- k

NEWS REVIEW OF
THE GREAT WAR
American First Army Makes Attack on Both Sides of St.
Mihiel

Salient.

HUN ARMY MAY BE TRAPPED
Many Town and Prisoners Taken
Foch May Be Aiming at Met
Germans In Plcardy Trying to
Halt Retreat Approximately
on Hindenburg Line.
j

tln was the goal of a race between the
British and the French, the former

winning Vermand, Attilly and Vendel
les and closing in on the Important
city from the northwest, while the
French southwest of the objective
crossed the Crozat canal and took a
number of villages. A little farther
south the French forces captured
Travecy on the Olse, Just north of La
Fere, and from Its heights were able
to dominate the latter town, which was
reported to have been burned by the
Germans.
This operation, together
with the French advance eastward
from
threatened to
flank on both sides the forest and massif of St. Gobain, the chief defense of
Laon. Withdrawal of the enemy from
that forest, which is full of guns In
strong defensive positions, might thus
be compelled without direct attack,
which would be expensive and difficult.
At the western end of the Chemln
iles Dames the Germans were fighting
furiously In the region of Laffaux,
where they were trying to regain possession of the dominating ridge which
the French and Americans bad taken
from them. Many fresh troops were
used In these attacks, but their efforts
were all In vain.
'

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
The American First army, General
Pershing commanding, started the first
great wholly American offensive
Thursday, attacking on both sides of
the St. Mihiel salient southeast of
Verdun. The French assisted by attacking on the point of the salient, hut
the operation was planned by the
American, staff and executed by AmerAlthough the stupendous German reican officers and troops.
treat of the past eight weeks has been
After a terrific artillery preparation
conducted skillfully and the enemy line
which for four hours smothered the has not been broken through, his arentire region within the German lines mies maintaining contact with one anwith shells, the Yanks went over the other, it has been In every way a most
top exactly at five o'clock, following expensive operation for the Huns, In
a rolling barrage timed for an adaddition to the loss of great numbers
vance of 100 meters every 40 minutes.
of guns and Immense quantities of maGreat numbers of tanks supported
terial, captured or destroyed, they
them and cleared the way by crushing
have lost more than 300,000 men, the
numerous concrete machine gun shelmajority of whom, fortunately, were
ters and breaking down the elaborate killed. The morale of the army Is
wire defenses.
American aviators la being gradually broken by relentless,
flocks quickly drove away the few Hun continuous and successful blows deairmen In sight and thereafter dellivered by the allies, the supply of
uged the enemy supply centers, mufighting effectives Is getting low, and
dumps and hangars
nition
with the people at home are becoming daily
bombs, while the observation planes
more dissatisfied and restless.
Capdirected the work of the artillery.
tured orders reveal that the wounded
Everything moved like clockwork, ind men are put back in the
ranks before
the troops speedily gained their ob- they are cured, and prisoners released
jectives and went on, to the next ones. by Russia are not given time to reVillage after village was taken and cover their strength and health. Ausby Friday the davalry had advanced
tria has reluctantly responded to the
far Into the center of the salient and call for aid and in the quieter sectors
occupied strong positions.
At the Austrian divisions are placed between
time of writing the drive was progress- German divisions, or Austrian soldiers
ing steadily and the Germans were In are used to fill
depleted German
danger of finding their retreat from regiments. This out
Is taken to mean that
the big wedge entirely cut off. Hun- there will be no renewal of the Teudreds of prisoners were taken. The tonic offensive In
Italy this year,- - If
St. Mihiel salient had been held by ever.
the Huns ever since' 1014 and was ' A considerable advance made last
very strongly fortified.
Its base Is to- week by the Belgians In the sector
ward the German stronghold of Mett north of Ypres
was significant, Inasand It may be that the drive is direct- - much as some military
critics expect
ed against that city. However, MarMarshal Foch will strike there
that
shal Foeh's strategy had not been reIn force before long.
vealed when this was written.
la
The war department announced that
Having given up all the ground they Americans have been
landed at Archwon In their great spring drive, and angel to take part with the
other alfinding themselves back on the old lied forces there in fighting the bolsheHindenburg line, and In some places vik! and
order in northwell behind It, the Germans decided to ern Itussla.
These troops are from
stop their retreat for a while. Marshal some of our northern states and many
Foch did not fully assent to this deciof them speak Russian. Hitherto the
sion, but powerful concentrations of only Americans there were marines
Hun artillery and reserves In strong, and sailors.
positions,
coupled
with
torrential
In I'etrograd, Moscow and other
rains throughout Plcardy, brought the cities of Russia proper the bolshevik
allied offensive almost to a temporary
government is struggling desperately
standstill. Not that the fighting by against the
counterany means ceased, for the French and revolutionaries, slaughtering the latter
British kept pressing forward, though mercilessly whenever they fall Into
more slowly, and the Germans delivtheir hands. Petrogrud Is reported to
ered desperate counter-attackwhich be given over to massacres and flames
In almost every Instance resulted only and to have been captured by revoltIn severe losses for them.
ing peasants; Yaroslav and Vologda
It Is the opinion of expert observers have been burned by the soviet troops,
that the halt of the Huns approximate- and Moscow is threatened with the
ly on the Hindenburg line will be only same fate by Trotsky. Two attempts
temporary. Indeed, tt I believed they were made on the Ufe of Doctor Helf-ferlccannot stay there long If they
the new German ambassador to
would. For many weeks they have Moscow, but he fled back to Berlin.
been hastily building new lines of deThe soviet rulers, persistent shout-er- a
fense farther east, and Marcel Hutln
for peace without annexations and
In the Echo de Parts says they are now indemnities,
have Just paid to Gerconstructing a supreme line from Ant- many 280,000,000 rubles, the first Inwerp to Metí and are putting the Ant
stallment of the Indemnity exacted
werp forts In defensive condition. I from the unhappy country by the
Their present line depends on Doual, Huns.
iCambral, St Quentln and Laon, and
In Siberia the allies, with the
farther to the southeast, on the Chemln Czecho-SlovakCossacks and loyal
dee Dames. Doual already was beRussians, have been making satisfacing evacuated last week and the air- tory progress, but the Austro-Germa- n
drome moles east of it were being disand the bolshevlkl are
mantled. The British, fighting fiercepnttlng up so obstinate a resistance
ly and repulsing heavy counter-attackthat Japan Is contemplating sending
were advancing steadily through
a much stronger force In order to InPexieres and Gouzeaucourt
sure the safety of the expedition and
and forced a crossing of the Cantil da Its allies before the winter seta In.
Nord. thus taking the main defense of The Japanese government Is convinced
Cam oral en the southwest. St. Quen
that the American government will

abandon
course.

Its

opposition

to

such

a

I

The London Express soys It has unquestionable Information that the former- empress of Itussla and all her
children have been murdered by bolshevlkl. If this Is true, the entire Immediate fumily of Nicholas has now
been exterminated.
The dowager empress and her daughter and
were attacked by bolshevlkl at Yalta,
but were saved by men from the Black
sea fleet after two weeks of fighting.

nation.

-

They know that Swift & Company must
havo its branch houses run. at the highest
notch of usefulness; that even a Swift &

Company branch house won't run itself, and
that it is up to the branch house man to
run it properly.
Any branch house man who doesn't
see his work in this light is transferred to
some other place with Swift & Company to
which he is better adapted.
They are picked men, these branch
house men. Every time you sit down to a
steak or chop, or cut of roast, you can give a
grateful thought to the whole crew of them.
'
And remember, in a general way, that
everything that makes life smoother and
more convenient for you, is the result of the
thoughtfulness and effort of a lot of people
of whom you have never heard.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

The progress of the Czecho-Slovak- s
of Austria-Hungar- y
toward the independence recognized by Great Britain
and America Is encouraging.
The existence of the Czecho-Slova- k
state was
declared by all the Czech deputies In
the Austrian parliament and has now
been indorsed by all of the clergy of
the Bohemian dioceses.

n
Baron Burlan,
foreign minister, who still Is at outs with
Berlin because he insists on an Austrian solution of the Polish problem.
nevertheless was employed once more
- JVith that gassy, puffy feeling, and hurting near your
last week to start a Teutonic peace
offensive. This, aimed directly at PresiFor Quick Relief Take ONE
dent Wilson, was a suggestion that the
central powers and the entente get to
gether for an exchange of views and to
consider all the things which are keeping the belligerents apart. He Inti
mated this might make further fighting unnecessary.
Though President
Wilson Is not quoted in reply, Wash
ington dispatches make It clear that he
SAKtT)
YOUR
holds unwnverlngly the position that
the only tolerable peace will be, not
You can fairly feel it work.
drives the GAS out of your
negotiated, but dictated to the central
powers by the allies, and that that is
body and the Bloat goes with it.
the kind of peace which the allies will
Removes Quickly Indigestion, Heartburn, Soar Stomach, ate.
achieve. In this, It is needless to say,
Get EA TONIC from your Druggitt with the DOUBLE GUARANTEE
he Is backed up by the entire nation.
ec Tw Dnw I
BMgwrw n.m
.larM. Bni ttwwl) Co..
WHim. áw
No one In a position to predict presumes to believe that such a peace can
Peat and Chalk for Fuel.
be attained this year, but no one InPeat and chalk are being extensively
tends - that any other kind of peace used for brlquetlng In Canada. Such
MAT BE WHOLLY AVOIDED BY USING
shall be accepted by America.
We fuel has been found efficient and
small outlay of money briaga very treat
I'CDflHN'C
have gone Into the war to the finish,
Willi 7 remits.
It Is a sure cure and a preTeatlTe it
yon tiM It as per directions.
Simple, Míe and sure. Tba Urge bIm
and Ve propose that the finish shall be
Is twice tlis quantity and an ounce more than the small sise. Get
your bones In beat condition for late tall and winter. All
In accordance with our high alms Tor
or manufacturera.
gists,
harness
dealers
the future safety of civilization and WHY WOMEN DREAD
Goshen, IxvcL, U. S. A,
Spohn Medical Co.
freedom, no matter what the cost.
OLD AGE
The One to Blame.
Rather Weak.
Don't worry about old age. Don't worry
At a most opportune time came the
"Who eggs Smith on to his nonClaire Is Bob his uncle's only heir?
about being in other people's way when
registration day for all Americans be fou
Jack If be was the old gent would sense?" "I guess it was that old ben
are getting on in years. Keep your
tween the ages of eighteen and twen
be married."
body in good condition and you can be as suffocate in five minutes.
bale and hearty in your ola days as you
e
and fbrty-flv- e
and thirty-on- e
when a kid, and every one will be
years. Gladly, with patriotic exalta were
Cincinnati has a deaf and dumb
glad to see you.
barber, but with the aid of a phonotion, some 13,000.000 youths and older
The kidneys and bladder are the causes
graph be manages to pull through.
f senile afflictions.
men enrolled themselves for military
Keep them clean and
Drive the
duty, and from their number 3,000,000 in proper working condition.
"HARD SKIN" AND
poisonous wastes from the system and
Many a man who marries an heirmore trained soldiers will soon be ivoid uric acid
accumulations. Take GOLD
ess lives to regret monkeying with a
ready to move forward to the battle MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules periodicalFOOT
CALLUSES
game.
lines. Millions of others, not so flt In ly and von will find that the system will
be in perfect working order. Your
one way or another for actual fighting, always
spirits will be enlivened, your muscles
will be Usted for other work directly made strong and your face have once
Magic! Peel them off without
connected with the carrying on of the more the look of youth and health.
New life, fresh strength and health will
pain or soreness
war. In a few weeks the relative
Tome as you continue this treatment. When
standing of the 13,000,000 will have ?our first vigor has been restored continue
Back and Kidneys Were in
L'on
t suffer A tiny bottle of Freer- been determined.
According to Pro- for awhile taking a capsule or two each
Bad Shape, But Doan's
drug
any
one
you
a
costs
but
few
and
cents
at
Thev
will
keeD
in
condition
vost Marshal General Crowder, the iav.
prevent a return of your troubles.
store. Apply a few drops on tbe
first to be selected for the cantonments
Removed all the Trouble.
01
one
only
guaranteed
hrana
is
lhere
toughened calluses or "hard skin" on
and camps will be those between nine- Haarlem
Uil Uapsules, uuíju mrual.
"My kidneys were so weak tbat the
teen and twenty-on- e
and between thirty-- fhere are manv fakes on the market. Be bottom of feet, then lift those painful
least cold 1 caught would affect them
one
lure you get the Original GOLD MEDAL spots right off with fingers. Corns also !
and thirty-siand start my back aching until I
Imported Haarlem Oil Cansules. Thev are
The matter of granting deferment the only reliable.
s
could hardly endure the misery," says
For sale by all
to registrants because of the work In aniggiBts. Adv.
airs. u. t. xioss, v. a ruiton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. "I the morning when I
which they are engaged Is of utmost
first got up, my back
Importance, and the aid of all employCaught.
was. so lame, I could
ers In this has been enlisted. The govhardly bend over and
I thought flint professor
Senior
any move sent darts of
ernment Is especially desirous that no wns a hookworm." Junior "He was
pain
through my
essential Industries shall be disturbed uutil an early bird of a coed came
It was hard for
by the draft, but enough men must be along.
me to walk up stairs or
stoop,
and to move
selected to maintain a steady flow of
while lying down sent
registrants to the training camps,
Important to Mothers
pain through
darts
of
Examine carefully every buttle of
-l- as
"The kidney
sec re- - MRS. ROSS
As had been foreseen, here and CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
tions were Bcanty and distressing and
abroad, the Germans have begun an for infants and children, and see tbat it
the water remained. in my system, mak-in- s
Bean tbe
my feet and hands swell.
Intensified
campaign directed
There
were dark circles under my eye and
especially against the transports carry Signature of
i became so may l could hardjy see.
ing American troops and supplies. Up j in use for Over 30 Years.
I had rheumatic oains in mv knpM and
w une mis nan renuiTeu in ine torpe Children Cry for Fletcher' Caetoria
it was all 1 could do to get around.
For years I was in that shape and I
doing of the Mount Vernon, formerly
plasters and used all kinds of
wore
the Kronprinzessin Cecelle, which was
Naturally.
medicine to no avail until I tried
bringing home wounded and silk solDoan'a Kidnen Pilla. Ther rid m
"Doesn't he write machine poetryt"
of the trouble and strengthened my
diers, and of the Persic, carrying 2,800
"íes, It's mostly about automobiles."
nen 1 have taken
oai'K ana moneys.
Americas troops to Europe.
In the
Doan'a since, thev have alwava bene
former case the casualties were confited me.M
Yet the man who squanders $2 for
fined to men In the engine rooms and a marriage license is not necessarily
Sworn to before me,
L. N. VAUGHAN, Xotar Public.
When you peel off corns or calluses
the vessel put back to a French port looking for trouble.
Freezone
with
G4 Dama at Amy Sfcara. )0 Rm
the skin beneath Is left
under her own steam. All the men on
the Persic were safely transferred to
man pink and healthy and never sore, tenWe often hear of a middle-age- d
even irritated. Try Freezone
the convoying vessels, after which the but never of a middle-age- d
woman. der or
KKTEMaLBUKN
CO BUFFALO, R. Y.
sure I Adv.
steamship was beached on the English A woman Is either young or old.
coast. The submarine which attacked
it was destroyed by depth charges. In
For every man who achieves greatWhen Your Eyes Need Care ness, there are millions who full to
BnqKirs for ta
both Instances the utmost bravery and
J. H. WILSON
coolness were exhibited by the crews
WlsMlfeTerLVeakTraccI
have it thrust upon them.
Try Murine Eye Remedy
SADDLERY CO
No Smarting Jal Br. Ooafort. W en la
and the soldiers aboard.
unaraaieea
DENVER
Projrjl.u or Bi&tL Writ, for rroo B? Book.
The British steamship Missanable
MV BIN
BIHEDI CO CUICAOO
A wise man knows all he tells, but At p A!
w kirj au kwtt, nt MlnU
PA
also was torpedoed while on her way
or
Writ
wlr
qa.riiur, itilun.
but he never tells ail be' knows,
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
.ilU.,iIln,Tto America for troops and supplies.
SWilUHWl iUlutl

Are You Bloated After Eating
heart?

(FOR

STOMACH'S
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Suffered For Years
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OPENS FOR THE FALL AND WINTER TERM ON

advance

Tuesday, October 1st

DIRECTORY

PROFESSIONAL

AT ALBUQUERQUE

.
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DR. J. H. WIGGINS
Physician and Surgeon
Located in Dr. Mason's office

Estancia, N.

Phone 9

N. M.

Santa Fe,

Estancia, N. M.

M.

EDWARD P. DA VIES
N. D. MEYER
ATTORNEYS HT LHW
Estancia office in Farmers and
Bank Building

Stock-men-

s

ROBERTS
Veterinary Surgeon

Dr. A. W.

From Tahoka, Tex.

Estancia, N.

refin-i'she- d

M.
et me save your stock. Calls answer-da- y
or night. Phone 35.

Torrance County Abstract Co
A. R. POOL, Manager

ESTANCIA,

N. MEX.

Fifteen years experience as an Abstracter. See us before placing your
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Because of installation of the Student Army Train-Gorp- s
unit, with its large registration of young men,
all men students will be housed in barracks and cottages which are now ready.
This enables the university to offer to young women an entire additional dormitory building, thus
practically doubling the accommodations available
This building is being
for women students.
and furnished for immediate use.
Those who intend to enter the University this
.year should communicate at once, by letter, telephone or telegraph, with

DAVID R. BOYD, President,
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO,

C. J. Amble
Physician and Surgeon
Office practice and consultation.
wf Eyos and Fitting of (ilaeses a
Office at Drug Store

Treating
Specialty.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.

FRED H. AYERS
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Of floe noun

9

:80 a m

ESTANCIA,

to 4

:80p m

NEW MEXICO

C. H. Talmage, colonization
Notice of Suit
Probate Court Proceedings
agent and incidentally candidate In the District Court the Third Ju-- &
of
Bro,
Claim of William Hindi
for
the
Democratic
nomination
dicial District of the State of New
against the estate of Julia E, for-U-.
S. Senator, was here yesMexico, County of Torrance.
Durham in sum of $47.15, ap terday.
He says he has decided The Board of Trustees of the Town of
proved.
Plaintiff,
that the Estancia valfey offers a Torreón Land Grant,
In the matter of the estate of good field for colonization, and Nemesia Garcia vs.
.

George Munshower, deceased, J.
E. and Kate Braxton allowed an
6. B. Bwing
offset of $67.50 for meals furDENTIST
nished, against amount owing
said estate on note. -- '
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
Coroner's jury in death of Wm.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
G- - Dunn, found that death was
Office in Ayers building caused by accidental discharge
of gun.
Bond of P. A. Speckmann as
W. DRAYTON WASSON
justice of peace of precinct No.
15, approved.
Attorney at Law
In the matter of the death of
Willpracticein allCourtsof NewMexico Oscar Oleson , in precinct 10,
NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
coroner's jury found that death
was caused by heart trouble.
In the matter of the claim for
Also V on right hip,
cross on right shoul- damages against the E. P. S. W.
der, XX on left hip. R'y Co. for the death of Nasirio
Ranee 6 miles north Garcia, Felipita V. Garcia or
1 mile west of Lucy.
Notify Mrs. S. A. dered to make settlement with
Edmonds & Sons, said railroad company for $500.
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above
In the matter of the estate of
brands strayed from range.
Wlad John, deceased, debts having been paid without sale of
Raymond T. Sanchez real estate, and parents being
only heirs, final report of adGeneral Merchandise ministratrix approved and she
Wagon Yard
and bondsmen discharged.
All Kinds of Feed
Report of Leo Brown, admin
Land for Sale
Chilili, N. M.
istrator of the estate of Julia
ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28 Dunham approved.
With much sorrow we have to
I. O. O. F.
chronicle the mental break-dowMeets every Wednesday night over
Dr. Mason, who has been a
Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
All good citizen and has spent a lite
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend.
service. No doubt his bodily
C W. Archer. Sec. N. D. Strong, N. G.
illness was responsible for the
greater trouble.
He is not so
far advanced in years but that
he may yet recover, and his host
Agent for
of friends will hope .for that re
suit It came to a point where
CONTINENTAL OILS Mrs. Mason was no longer able
care for him, and he was taken
to the asylum at Las Vegas last
Saturday.

will begin work here at once.
His agents and helpers will be on
the ground in a few days.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
September 5. 1918.
Notice is hereby given that the State
of New Mexico, under the provisions
of the Acts of Congress of June 21,
1898, and June 20, 1910, and the Acts
supplementary thereto, has made application for the following described
unappropriated public lands as indemnity school lands.
List No. 8378, Serial No. 036415.
NWÜ Sec.28. Ni Sec 29. NEÜ Sec.
30, T. 7 N. R. 11 E , N. M. P. M.
The purpose of this notice is to allow
an Dersons ciaiminsr tne lana adversely.
or desiring to show it to be mineral in
character, an opportunity to file ob
jections to such location or selection
with the register and receiver of the
United states Lana unice at santa re,
New Mexico, and to establish their in
terest therein, or the mineral character
thereof.

ih

Closing Out Sale.

COMPANY
UNDERTAKERS AND
ENBALMERS
Calls answered day or night
We have secured the services of

Mr. L. E.Hanlon
Licensed Embalmer

New furniture going at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley

i

mu I

SuDDle
a
B

at Sixtv

Age and ripe experience mean happiness and usefulness when mental
and bodily powers are preserved
by keeping rich blood In the veins.

If

you

want

all the news read

the

Notice is hereby

Ausuat 26. 1918.
given that Lundy

M. Matins, of Mcintosh, Mew. Mexico,
who, on July 3, 1913, and May 10,
1918. made homestead
entries. Nos.
0192U9 and 023726. for n
and the
8 4
, section 17, Township a north,
Kanere
M.
8 east.- - N.
P. Meri

t

FP95LP10--

3

wu..uuv. wi.on

ADiuru

mar-tine- s,

1918

(Seal)

JULIAN SALAS, Clerk.
,

9

10 10

By T. B. RAPKOCH,
Deputy.

i

Protect Your House
From the hot weather, and call

D. W.

T0TH,

Autos, Sign and Piano Painting
A SPECIALTY

Cream WANTED! Cream
satenes

We now have the exclusive agency for the Nissley Creamery Co. and are
pared to test your cream and pay for same while you wait.

pre-

ALBUQUERQUE

We will pay highest market price and guarantee accurate tests and satisfaction.

MORNING

Remember the place and the days

JOURNAL

dian, has filed notice of intention to
Mr. Putney and a number of make final three-yea-r
Proof, to establish
other Democratic politicians from claim to the land above described, before
Neal
Jenson.
U. S. Commissioner, Published every day in the year
Albuquerque were here Tuesday
Estancia, New Mexico, on October
in consultation with local Demo- at
10, ltflS.
crats on plans for the campaign. Claimant names as witnesses:
Full Associated Press report
Their mission as announced was John Vanderford. W. T. Ensmineer.
solely to stir up the Demócrata L. H. Srwncer. Q. B. Gates, all of Mc
here and get them in the notion intosh, New Mexico.
. $ .70
.
One month
of vigorous work.
They went FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

from here to Santa Rosa.

COMPLAINT.
To:
Nemesia Garcia, Juanita Salas,
Garcia, Fidel Garcia, Ross Garcia,
Griseida Garcia.
Antonio
Garcia,
Ygnacio Garcia, the heirs of Ross Garcia, deceased; Jose Zamora y Chavez,
Acasio Eduardo Gallegos, Juan Vigil,
Daniel Lucero,
Candelaria
Orona,
Rálph Marble, Juan C. Jaramillo,
Erineo Gabaldon, Jose Gabaldon, Tircio

Bring your cream WFDNESDAYS and SATURDAYS.

bar-nitur-

Co.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

No. 885.

Thence east along south boundary on
first mile eighty chains to a sandstone
corner, marked "LM" on
for one-mil- e
facing
Bide
run, with mound of
earth alongside; Thence east on second
mile eighty chains to a sandstone for
two-mil- e
corner, marked "2M" on side
facing line run, with a mound of earth
alongside; Thence east on third mile
eighty-chainto a sandstone for three-mil- e
corner, marked "3M" on Bide facing line run, with mound of earth
alongside; Thence east on fourth mile
eighty chains to a sandstone for four-mil- e
corner, marked "4M" on side
facing mile run, with a mound of earth
alongside; Thence east on fifth mile
eighty chains to a sandstone for five-micorner, marked "5S1" on side facing line run, with a mSund of earth
alongside: Thence east on sixth mils
eighty chains to a sandstone tut six- on side
mile corner, maricea ' on
facing line run, with mound of earth
east on seventh
alongside;
Thence
mile forty chains fifty links to a sandstone 28x16x4 inches, fourteen inches
in the ground for southeast corner of
the grant, marked "S. E. Cor. Torr."
on side facing grant, with a mound of
earth alongside; Thence north along
east boundary on first mile eighty
corchains to a sandstone for one-mil- e
ner, marked "1M" on side facing line
run, with a mound of earth alongside;
Thence north on second mile eighty
chains to a sandstone for two-mil- e
corner, marked "2M" on Bide facing
line run, with amound of earth alongside; Thence north on third mile, eighty
chains to a sandstone for three mile
corner, marked "3M" on side facing
line run, jyith a mound of earth alongside; Thence north on fourth mile
thirty chains to a stone 20x10x5 inches,
twelve inches in the ground for the
northeast corner of the grant, marked
"N. E. Cor. Torr." on side facing
grant, with a mound of earth alongside; Thence west along the north
boundary on first mile eighty chains to
for one mile corner,
a sandstone
marked "1M" on Bide facing line run,
with a mound of earth alongside;
Thence west on second mile eighty
corchains to a sandstone for two-miner, marked "2M" on side facing line
run, with a mound of earth alongside;
Thence west on third mile thirty-fou- r
links intersect, the
chains thirty-eigh- t
south-eacorner of the Tajique Grant,
with a mound of earth alongside;
Thence west on the south boundary of
the Tajique Grant, which is adopted as
a portion of the north boundary of the
Town of Torreón Grant, on first mile,
eighty chains to a sandstone for one-micorner, marked "1M", on side
facing line run, with mound of earth
alongside; Thence West on second mile
eighty chains to a cedar stake, with a
mound of earth alongside, for twe-mil- e
corner; Thence west on third mile
eighty chains to a sandstone for three-mil- e
corner, marked "3M"Cor."on
side facing line run, with a mound of
earth alongside; Thence west on fourth
chains, forty-eigh- t
mile thirty-fivlinks to a sandstone 24x2x8 inches,
W.
Cor. Taj." for the
marked "S.
southwest corner of the Tajique Grant;
chains, fifty
Thence west fifty-thre- e
links to the northwest and beginning
corner of the Town of Torreón Grant,
according to the field notes and the
special plat of survey approved by the
Surveyor General June 6, 1877;"
And you and each of you are further
notified that unless you enter your appearance in said cause on or before the
1st day of November, 1918, judgment
will be rendered in said cause against
you by defaulc, and plaintiff will take
the relief prayed for in his complaint
herein.
The name of plaintiff's attorneys,
with their postoffice and business
is Barth & Mabry, Attorneys-at-LaStern Building, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Dated this 16th day of September,

Natures rare nourishment In Scott m
EmaUion creates rich blood, warms
the body and alleviates rheumatic
d
Impute
Its
tendencies.atraíala to both body and brain.
Alcohol.
ft to NemrUhmot-m- ol

AND GAS

LUMBER

al, Defendant.

Adolfo Gallegos, Victoria Lucero,
nuinuaiii uujan. inores l.ujan, fablo
Perea, Jesus Lujan y Vigil, Manuelita
T
T i
I 11T1H , ......,.
Antnnín uujmi,
I
y
iicbui Liujan
Sandoval, Filomeno Lucero, Salomon
Archuleta, Jose Itnacio Montoya, Juan
Jose Montoya, Perfirio Benavides,
Enrriques Chavez. Teodocio Maldonado,
Emiliano Vigil, Pedro Sedillo, Vicente
Chaves, Elfido Chavez y Lucero, Elnio
Vigil, Anastacio Otero, Adolfo Lucero
A ,i . i :
Antonio I.nnn Pom r.nj.n
j
Chaves,
Desiderio
Salas,
Antonio
í
1
Chaven V Hnrrnlna To
rates, Carlos Chaves y Corrales, Melquíades Chavea y Corrales,
Andres
T..- .Luna. Pnhln T.tii..m
d
Frank Ruiz, Manuel V. A. Otero, José
Ant. Padilla, Antonio Montoya, Jesús
Montoya, Ventura Sandoval, Salomon
Chaves, Francisco Aragón y S., Stern
,
:
bchlona Ay í n a.tani.nn
de Dios Chaves, Severiano Sanchez,
Lorenzo Archuleta,
Welch & Titts- T
:
worth. EnrrinnaH
tl.iuu
' - "'1,
uwc
as,
Sa
Pablo
Torres,
Rafael Archuleta,
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
Register, U. S. Land Office Felipe Gallegos, Serafín Perea, Eutimio

Ghas, Sawey

ESTANCIA

IN CHILDREN.

DIARRHOEA

For diarrhoea in children one year
old or older you will find nothing better
than Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy, followed by a dose of
castor oil. It should be kept at hand
and given as soon as the first unnatural
looseness of the bowels appears,
adv

et

Garcia, Manuel Luna, Isa Luna, Flavio
Torres, Juan Salas, Jose Lucero y
Homero, Eselsa Chaves, Juan B. Gallegos, Miguel Chaves y Rael, Fernandos
Chaves, Juan Pedro Maldonado, Melquíades Chavez, Juan Espinosa, Jose
Montoya y Liuna, mcojasa uina,
Chaves, Francisco A. Zamora,
Otero,
Lorenzo Zamora, Masimiana
Ramon GallegOB,
Acasio Gallegos,
Ramon Chaves, Porifirio Chaves, Juan
Zamora y Lucero, Jesus Chaves, Mariano Vigil, Francisco Archuleta, Ramon
Vigil, Juan Chaves y Gabaldon, Bone-faci- o
Vijil, Antonio Jose Vigil, Rumal-d- o
Velazques, Juan Castillo, Melquíades
Trujillo, Marcos Sancbes, Candelario
Perea, Rafael TorreB, Juan Jose Torres, Amador Perea, Victor Salas, Esa
B. Lopez,- Meliton Lopez, Juan Romero, Maria Vijil, Noverto Chavez,
Inasia Lujan, Antonio Chavez, Melquíades, Francisco A. Vijil, Abel Vur-ninCarlos Chavez, Amelia Lucero,
Visinte
Fernandes
Elfego Chavez,
Francisco
Montoya, Migel Chavez,
Perea, Davi Lujan, Jesus Lujan, Manuel Vijil, Luis R. Padilla, Valentin Lujan, Manuel Lucero, Juan Sedillo,
Apolonio Sanchez, Jose S Sanchez,
Estolano Sanchez, Pedro Ruvio, Antonio C. Benavidez, Nick Holliday,
Relies Chavez, Manuel Chavez, Leopoldo Chavez, and all unknown persons who may claim any interest or
title adverse to plaintiff in the lands
hereinafter described. Defendants,
You and each of you as defendants
in this cause are hereby notified that
suit has been filed against you in the
District Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of New Mexico,
in and for the County of Torrance, in
the above entitled and numbered cause,
and the general purposes of Baid action
are to require each and all of you to
set forth the nature of each and all of
your claims, and that any and all adverse claims of each and every one of
vou. as defendants, may be determined
by decree of this Court, and that the
estate oc piaintm, ine tsoara 01
Trustees of the Town of Torreón Land
Grant, in the premises hereinafter described, be established against each
and all of said adverse claims; and that
by said decree, it be declared and adjudged that the defendants have no
estate or interest whatever in or to
said land or premises or any part thereof; and that no one of the defendants
has any estate or interest whatever in
or to said land or premises or any part
thereof; and that the detendants, each
and- all of them,' be barred and forever
stopped from having or claiming any
right or title adverse to plaintiff to the
premises described in this complaint,
which premises are described as fol:
lows,
in Township
"The Lot thirty-eigin
five north and the Lot thirty-eigh- t
Township six north of Range six east,
thirty-seven
in Township
ai d the Lot
six north of Range seven east of the
New Mexico Meridian, County of Torrance, New Mexico, containing fourforty-si- x
one hundred
teen thousand
and eleven hundredths acres;
being more particularly bounded and
described as follows, with magnetic
degrees, fifty five
variation twelve
minutes east:
"Beginning at the northwest corner
of the Grant, which is a sandstone
12x18x20 inches, marked "N. W. Cor.
Torre" on side facing the grant, with
a mound of stone alongside; Thence
south on first mile eighty chains to a
sandstone for one-mil- e
corner, marked
"lM'"on side facing line run, with
Thence
mound of earth alongside;
south on second mile eighty chains to
a sandstone for two mile corner,
marked "2 M on side facing line run,
with mound of earth alongside; Thence
south on third mile, eighty chains to a
three-mil- e
corner,
for
sandstone
marked "3.M" on side facing line run,
alongside;
with a mound of earth
Thence south on fourth mile thirty
chains to a sandstone for southwest
corner of the grant, marked "8. W.
Cor. Torreón" on side facing grant,
with a mound of stone alongside;

One year, in advance

$7.50

If we Haven't Got it, We'll Get It For You

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange

eorn

Bran
Corn 6hop
Buy Now

Prices will Advance

A. T.COCHRAN
lPhone

orders given prompt attention

LOCALITEM8

See Estancia Lumber Co. for
stoves. We have just received a
solid car.
If you haven't tried trading at
the Equity, better try it. You'll

try it Equity,

Veedol Oil

glasses.
Found,
Ruth East.
Call on B.
Red Pigs for sale.
R. Senter.
For sale, two lots in Estancia.
Wm. Dow, Tajique.
The Valley Auto Co. got in a
car of Fords this week.
For sale, a Whiteface bull, and
a few milk cows. B. L. Hues.
Seed Turkey Red winter wheat
for sale. Frank Laws, Mcintosh.
Ladies and misses coats, all
3tyles. Estancia Lumber Co.
baby of
The
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Baca died this
morning.
Rev. W. J. Waltz went to
Santa Fe Tuesday. He will reKold-rimm-

be glad,.

Young pigs ready for delivery.
Also two brood sows for sale.
E. L. Smith.
Mrs. Marie Rapkoch went to
Las Vegas, instead of Santa Fe,
as stated last week.
See us for groceries. We defy all competition. Estancia
Lumber Co.
D. W. Toth, the painter and
decorator, is in Corona again.
He finished his firsc jobs there,
but they called him back.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Shelton
returned this week from a visit
in Texas. They found crop conditions spotted, same as here.
For rent, close in, good bean
farm, 5 2 miles west, 1 mile
south, to right man, or will sell
or trade for good cattle. Theo
Barnhart.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the
M. E. church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Will Elgin on
Thursday, Sept 26. at 2:30 p. m.
All members are urged to be
present.
Mrs. G. H. Cook is visiting
with Mr. and Mrs. Nash. Mr.
Cook has gone to Tijeras, to
which point he has been transferred, and the family will move
there shortly.
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell will
deliver a patriotic address in the
Pastime Theater in Estancia
next Saturday afternoon at two
o'clock; Don't fail to hear him.
He will also make a short talk of
about twenty minutes at the
show Saturday night.
For sale, big work team, 1300
pounds each, pair mules, Ford
touring car, nearly good as new;
runabout Ford good as. new.
Will give time, on approved note.
Also 10 head of good bulls. A.
J. Green.
We have just heard of a new
baby born to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hibler about a month ago.
Mrs. Hibler is with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Cain, at TorAlbert is working in the
reón.
shipyards at Portland, Oregon,
J. M. Cain was down from Torreón the latter part of last week.
He says he raised wheat enough
to make bread for his family until another harvest, and he also
has one small field of good beans.
These beans were planted late-j- ust
now beginning to turn and
the bugs did not bother them.
His early beans were destroyed
by the beetles.
Mr. Cain has a
homestead in the Torreón Canon
adjoining the Gallegos
place.
Buford Cain also got a homestead

turn

Monday.
How about that heater or cook
stove? 500 to select from. Estancia Lumber Co.

1--

J. M. Tuttle has been quite
sick the past few days, but is reported improving.
Knit goods in caps, gloves,
cap sets, and sweaters for entire
family. Estancia Lumber Co.
Work is now proceeding on a
bean warehouse for the Farmers
and Stockmens Equity Exchange.
For Sale, yearling and
Hereford Bulls The
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N.
M.

.

Lease and improvements on
school land for sale, 8 miles west
miles south of Estancia. A. J.
James.
Lost, gold neck chain with
Finder return to
heart locket.
Mrs. C. E. Ewing and receive
reward.
Mrs. T. A. Dimond and Mrs.
Maud Sorrell have rented a hotel at Madrid and will take possession October 1.
County Agent Strong and C.
H. Bennett left this morning for
a two day's trip in the south part
of the county in the interest of
club fairs.
Big line Stetson hats, last year
prices, at $5.00 to $8.00. Estancia Lumber Co.
For sale or trade for anything
that I can use, one registered
saddle stallion a grandson of
the Great Electrite. J. S. Clack,
Tajique, N. M.
u
A. A. Hine has put in a complete line of undertaking goods
at Heliums store." Anyone needing anything in that line call him
at his residence, or anyone that
Calls anworks in the store.
swered day or night.

Mrs, Short went to Santa Fe
A. J. Green has been appointMonday, having been appointed ed chairman of the finance comas representative for Estancia to
Community
take instructions for Child Wel- mittee of War Camp
Mrs. Dow went for Service. He is now in Albuquerfare work,
the same purpose Saturday, hav-in- g que attending the joint
been appointed for Tajique.

Get Your
News From

Headquarters

STRENGTH

the official news of the
State Capital appears first
in the Santa Fe New Mexi-icaIA11

the fresh political

gos-

MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

sip of the State Capital appears first in the Santa Fe
New Mexican.

Buy Fourth Liberty Loan Bonds,
and help win the war.

IThe activities of all patriotic organizations are reported fully in the Santa Fe
New Mexican.
IA11 authentic
news of the
Great War, received over
leased wire from Associated
Press, is presented in the
Santa Fe New Mexican.

SUBSCRIBE

Buy your drugs and sundries
here and save money.

NOW TO THE

Santa Fe

Estancia Drug Company

New Mexican
Santa Fe, N. M.
50c Per Month $6 Per Year

Shoe Special

R H. Brown, a homesteader
near Mcintosh in 1906, was here
last week looking after his land
He now owns land
interests.
southwest of Estancia.
Mr.
Brown lives in Denver, where
he is engaged in a brokerage
business.
Mrs. J. L. Hubbard and her
daughter, reported sick last
week, are still very sick.
Mrs.
Hubbard is reported to have im
proved slightly during the week,
but had arelRpse. The daughter
is still very low.
Our stock of groceries can
neither be excelled nor undersold.
Try us. Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange.

We are making special cut prices on all
grades of shoes to reduce stock. Better see
. us before buying anything in the shoe line.
IT WILL PAY YOU

Romero's Store

Just Received

Closing Out Sale.

New furniture going ata great
Returns so far show- that 1220 bargain. Come in. Valley Furmen registered for military duty niture Co.'
in this county last Thursday.
For Sale or Trade.
Mountainair had the largest
Lumber, coal and grain bus
238.
Of
Estancia had 216.
course a good many from other iness in good town and rich secprecincts registered at both tion of California, for sale, or
per will trade for land in Estancia
these places. Thirty-thre- e
Stock and property in
sons from 21 to 31 registered in Valley.
Inquire at
the county last Thursday. These voice about $5,000.
were mostly aliens from Mexico this office.
who had come in lately.
do so.

-

Another Abstract

Strayed or Stolen

Large shipment of Dry Goods, Silks, Plaids,
Also shipment of Armor Plate
Serges.
Hosiery.
Don't forget we have Red Seal flour

Notice.

KEMP BROS.

Account of Deing plumb full of
business and unable to get competent help, Roberson Abstract
Company, incorporated, will for
the present discontinue making
abstracts of title to property title to which antedates the destruction of the records by fire.
Ralph G. Roberson. Secretary.

Sept. 26, "The
dust Ring," by Bessie
Lovs. Pastime.

to 950 lbs.

n

BEGINNING

OCTOBER 1,

Cur terms will be strictly

CASH

1-- 2

Lud-wic-

2

the largest in Tor-

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
feeling, so much desired during these abnormal months. You are con- tributing to the succesB of the Great United StateB Banking System,
when you bank with us.

n.

IA11

SERVICE

We have combined Capital and Surplus $35,000.00,
rance County. We are a member of the

Three horses, weight about 800
One brown or dark
bay with white hind foot, with
white spot in forehtad: one
yellow or claybank with wire cut
on back of left front hoof, brand
ed V on lower part of right jaw;
one small white horse with
yellow spots on hips and back,
For Sale or Trade
branded with V on lower right
jaw. $10.00 reward to anyone
A new piano, also a bean
who will return or give mtorma-tio- thresher, 8 miles west and
k
of the above horses to J. H. mile south of Estancia, on
Crawford, 10 miles west and 2
farm. J. G. Sloan.
miles north of Estancia, N. M.
Public Sale.'
ARMS,
will
sell
I
at public sale at my HANDS.
there.
place
4
west
miles
and
Tuesday Sept. 24,V'His Wild
LIM5S ASLEEP
of Estancia, on
Oats," also war picture. Pastime. WEDNESDAY,
SEPT. 25, 1918
the following described property:
Weak and
And Wat
LIVE STOCK
My registered Shorthorn Bull
Nervous, Says Florida Lady.
No. 414973; 2 registered Short
Five Bottles of Cardoi
horn cows; 1 registered ShortMade Her Well
horn heifer; 2 Shorthorn calves
eligible to registry (one bull. 1
heifer); 2 milk cows; six head of
Kathleen, Flft. Mrs. Dallas Prlne,
:
grade heifers: 2 work mares with of this place,
"After the birth

Saw-

,

L. D. Roberts is reported quite
sick.
District Attorney H. B. Hamilton is here today.
The Enuiiy sells Veedol Oil,
something new and good.
Veedol Oil at the Equity, will
cut down your auto expense.
Judge Medler was here last
Friday hearing insanity cases.
Major Toulouse spent a day or
two here last week with the
various war activity bodies.
Another call for soldiers has
been issued, but up to this morning the local board had not received official notice.
We had a couple of very cool.
cloudy days during the past week,
and frost was looked for.
but none has been reported.
Save money on your purchases
of Notions, Dry Goods, Shoes,
Men a Women's and Children's
Furnishings at the Equity.
Wanted to sell or trade for
land west of Estancia, some good
Inquire at
cows and calves.
this office or at the adobe garage.
Mrs. A. L. Martin and son
Frank, and Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Loken. all of Albuquerque, visit
ed Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Fish dur
ing the past week.
H. E. Ogilvie, who had been
in jail for some time, having ignored the orders of the court,
was adjudged insane last Friday,
and committed to the insane
asylum at Las Vegas.
Fred Lemmon of Dona Ana
county has been designated as
clerk for the local registration
board, but up to this writing has
not appeared for duty.
Word has been received here
that Ward Turner was severely
wounded August 8th, and is in
a hospital. They do wonderful
things for the wounded these
days, and we will all hope for
Ward's complete recovery.
J. C. Heliums came down from
Denver yesterday, and leaves this
evening for Mississippi, having
received word that his brother,
who has been managing mutual
business interests in Mississippi,
has been called for service
by the government. Mr.' Heliums
will have to take charge himself
or make some other arrange
Mrs. Heliums has been
ments.
wanting to go back to Mississippi, and it is quite likely she will

ESTANCIA AUTO CO.
Repairs, Parts and Supplies

mile-sout-

Ron-Dow-

A Strong

BEANS!

Has been the saving factor in many a man's business career,
Such friendships are not formed in a day, however, they require the ripening
influence of time.
Make this bank your friend and ally now, then when the erucial point arrive
in your business, it will know you and your history well enough to give assistance.
This truth is as important and useful to the individual a to the business man.
Call in and we will be glad to explain at any time the advantage in a banking
conuoction.

Baj-s-

handle beans only, soon
Will be ready to handle your beans when

New elevator, built to

completed.
you are ready.

DON'T BUY SACKS
We will buy from you in the bulk and furnish
sacks ourselves. No need to invest your money in
high priced sacks.
--

Get Our Bids

filley, 1 of my last child... I got very much
and weakened, so much
gelding, 1 pony that I could
hardly do anything at
IMPLEMENTS
all.
I was bo awfully nervous that
1 good top buggy, single har
I could scarcely endure the 4"aat
My condition was getting
ness. 1 set double farm harness noise.
1 saddle, 1 sulky plow, 1 walking worse all the time...-- '
I knew I must have some relief or
plow,
riding cultivators, 1 I would soon be in V bed and In a
check row planter, 1 disc har- serious condition fc
felt so badly
was bo nervous
weak I could
row, 1
harrow. 1 14 and
My husb
hardly
live.
d asked Dr.
tooth harrow, 1 riding harrow
about my takln CarduL He
attachment, a lot of hand tools. said, 'It's a good medlcia and good
1 galvanized tank, doubletrees,
for that trouble', so he got me 5 bottles... After about the second bottle I
singletrees, etc.
Improved. ..befons taking
commence feltmygreatly
This sale will
limbs and hands and arms
promptly at 10:30 a. m. Dinner It
would go to sleep. After taking it,
will be served on the ground by however, this poor circulation disapCome early and peared. My strength came back to
the Red Cross.
me and I was soon on the road to
don t miss anything.
health. After the use of about 5 botTERMS
tles, I could o all my
Sums under $10, cash; sums of and attend to my. six children be$10 and over, 90 days time at 8 sides."
can feel safe In giving Cardul
per cent on approved notes. 5 a You
thorough trial for your troubles. It
per cent discount for cash.
contains no harmful or
drugs, but Is composed of mild, vegeJ. M. CADDY
table, medicinal ingredients with no
J. P. Porter,
bad
Thousands of women
A. A. Hine,
have voluntarily written, telling of
Auctioneers
the good Cardul has done them. H
J. S. Kelly, Clerk.
should help you, too. Try It
B
colts, 1 good
good

2

year-ol- d

n

a

ELEVATOR GO.

JOHN C. BIXLER, Manager,
.

MOUNTAINS, NEW MEXICO

g

after-effect- s.

.

I

We pay 5 per cent on Time Deposits.

Torrance County Savings Bank
Willard, New Mexico

t

"The Bank of Personal Services"

:

house-wor-

THE TRINIDAD BEAN

Bank's Friendship

k

0

a

i

o
0

Neal Jenson

o

U. S. Commissioner
Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
,
Farms for Kent.

'

Estancia, New Mexico
m
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ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME

OF.

LATE LIVE NEWS
Of THE
CONDENSED RECORD
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS,
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

ACHIEVE-

Vt,rB

New.pap.r

Union 3fewe

service,

ABOUT THE WAR

The village of Travecy, near the
southern end of the main Hindenburg
line, vas captured by the French.
Tchitca, the capital of Transbaikala
and 270 mllea east ot Irkutsk, has been
captured by Csecho-Slovaforces.
British troops have captured the
towns of Vennand, Attilly and
all on the front northwest of
Bt. Quentln.
In Flanders the Germans have been
successful In local encounters near
Armentleres and in the region of La
Bassee canal.
Dispatches
received by English
newspapers through Helsingfors announce that Fetrograd has been taken
by the
Additional American troops have
landed at Archangel, northern Russia, to aid the otber allied forces In
the putting down of the disturbed condition in that region.
Italian troops have penetrated the
n
positions at
the Italian war office announced. An enemy assaulting party
on Monte Asolone was put to flight.
Already allied airmen are heavily
bombing the Moselle region around
Metz and Its outlying fortifications.
The maneuverings on the west front
round Cambra! and St. Quentln are
aot lost sight of by reason of the present American offensive.
The American Flrat army has carried out the initial task assigned to It
the leveling of the famous St Mihiel
salient in Lorraine. Iu a little more
hours not only had
than twenty-fou- r
the task been accomplished, hut Gen.
Pershing's men had all the important
towns, villages and strategic positions
in the sector within their hands, and
were standing on the banks of the Moselle river at Pagny, looking across
the stream into German territory.
And the southern outer fortifications
of Metz, the great German stronghold
in Lorraine, were only four miles distant. Beginning in the northwest and
crossing the salient eastward, Presses, Les Eparges, Hattonville, Preny
and Pagny and all the ground lying
between them are in American hands.
In addition, along the eastern side of
the heights north of Hattonville, 'the
Americans have debouched from the
hill region and are astride the railroad
running from Commercy to Verdun.
and
Likewise the Thiacourt-Met- z
railroads are in American
hands.

WESTERN
Learning by experience that the
government
Is keeping faith with
aliens of friendly nations, the Russian
Molokans, who have a colony near
Glendale, fifteen miles from Phoenix,
Arts., and who created such commotion in the first draft by refusing to
allow their young men to register, saw
a great light Sept. 12, and not only
registered, but volunteered so to do.
Some of the elders of the church
asked Secretary Wyatvt of the Phoenix
local board to come and register them,
to the
which he did, adding fifty-thre- e
list.
Miss Jeannette Rankin, defeated In.
the last primary for the Republican
nomination by Dr. C. M. Landstrum,
will make the race for United States
senator from Montana as candidate
of the National party.

WASHINGTON
About 13,000,000 men, from 18 to 45,

registered on the 12th.
A troop ship with 2,800 American

soldiers on board was torpedoed. Alt
hands were saved. The troop ship
was beached.
Another $600,000,000 block of treasury certificates of indebtedness, the
sixth
issue, was announced
by the Treasury Department.
Money saved by automobile owners
through not using their cars on Sunday should be invested in War Savings
Stamps or Liberty Bonds, says an official sermonette issued by the Treasury.
The administration
measure designed to stimulate the sale of Liberty
Bonds by making a larger amount of
them held by individuals and corporations free from federal taxation was
passed by the House without a dissenting vote.
Provost Marshal General Crowder
announced that the first call to the
colors ot men who registered Sept 12
will include men It and 20 and 32 to
48, inclusiva.
' A nation-wid- e
effort to round up
man who failed to register for the
draft will be started immediately by
a specially organised corps of Department of Justice agents.
President Wilson signed the joint
resolution passed by Congress, empowering him to establish prohibition
ones around shipyards,
munitions
factories and other war industries.

Explorer Stetansson Is on his way
from Dawson, Y. T., to Victoria, B. C.
,
A German regiment, the Twenty-fifthmutinied at Cologne, Aug. SI,
to the Amsterdam Telegraaf.
The newswapers announce that Lieut.
Nuugeaser, the French aviator, has
official aerial
scored his forty-fourtvictory.
Emperor
According to L'Eclalr,
William of Germany has been extremely profuse in his bestowal of the
iron cross.
Dispatches from Kiev report that
the peasants in revolt have wiped out
the German garrison in the village of
Brusllvoka.
Dr. Carl Peters, a German, and famous as an African explorer, died
Sept. 10 in Germany, according to
dispatch received from Brunswick.
Rear Admiral A. V. Razozoff, forof the Rusmer commander-in-chiesian naval forces in the Baltic, was
murdered in Petrograd, according to
a dispatch from Helsingfors.
Lieut. Cecile Healy, a widely known
Australian swimmer, was killed by a
bullet on the Somme battlefield Sept.
Tho
1, according to Paris Le Journal.
lieutenant led a party of 500 swimmers across the Somme, enveloped the
enemy positions and captured Mont
St. Quentin, the key to Peronne.
Reports from Petrograd state that
Maxim Gorky, the Russian author and
revolutionary, has accepted the post
of director of Bolshevik propaganda.
The reports add that Gorky declared
that the attempt on the life of the
Bolshevik premier, Lenine, caused him
to decide to cooperate with the Bolshevik government.
President Poincare of France visited
the front to observe the conditions ot
the troops In the sone newly liberatthose regions
ed, and particularly
where he enemy carried out systematic destruction before retiring. Accompanied by Generals Fayolles and
Humbert, he inspected Chauny, No-yoNesle, Guiscard and Ham.

SPORT
Manager Ed Barrow of the world's
champion Red Sox will go to France
next season if the war continues.
Total attendance and receipts of the
world series game on the last day follows: Total attendance, 15,238; total
receipts, $19,795;
national commission's share, $1,979.50;
each club's

share,

38,907.75.

Verlle Patchen, sired by Roy Patch-e- n
and driven by Palin, romped off
with the Hotel Planklngton stake for
a purse of $5,000, the feature event at
the Great Western meeting at the
Wisconsin State Fair at Milwaukee.
She won in straight heats.
Members of the Chicago Cubs will
not get round shouldered from carrying their end ot the world series
money. Instead of the customary wad,
each got $574.62, the loser's end. The
Cubs shared with six men who did
not take part in the series. They set
aside $1,000, Trainer Brady getting
$300, and the rest being split between
Alexander, Kllduff. Daly, Elliott and
Aldridge, now of the army.

GENERAL
Gov. Charles S. Whitman of New
York received a total of 295,471 Republican votes In the recent general
primaries, and Merton E. Lewis, his
opponent, 118,879, according to the
primary results announced by Secretary of State Hugo.
William Grissom, a private in 157th
(Colorado) infantry, was convicted of
at
murder by a general court-martiSan Diego, Cal., last May, it was anupon
receipt
orders
from
nounced
of
Washington commuting his sentence
from that of hanging, imposed by the
court, to life imprisonment.
The commutation was by order of President
Wilson. Grissom and Horace St. John
Clark, a private in the same regiment,
were convicted jointly of the murder
of Francis M. McCrary, a chauffeur,
the theft of his automobile, and desertion.
Newton D. Baker, the American secretary of war, with several other notables, witnessed the beginning of the
battle by Americans from a French
fort close behind the middle of the
line.
Creation of the "Grand Army and
Navy Union of the Allied Nations" Is
one of the propositions to be considered by the national convention of the
Army and Navy Union in session at
Atlantic City, N. J.
The Germans have lost 500,000 men
In the last month, 300,000 of whom
were killed, according to the Exchange Telegraph Company. So low
r
has the German
become
that the 1920 class Is expected on the
firing line daily.
The number of prisoners taken by
the Americans in flattening out the
St. Mihiel salient Friday numbered
13,300, Gen. Pershing reported in his
communique, received at the War Department.
No mention was made of
the number of guns and other booty
captured. The enemy. Gen. Pershing
said, Is retiring before the steady advance of the Americans and is destroying large quantities of materials
as he goes.
Eugene. V. Debs, four times Socialist candidate for President of ti"1
United SUtes, was found guilty at
Cleveland, Ohio, on three counts of
violation of the espionage act The
maximum penalty of each count ts
twenty years' Imprisonment
and a
fine of $10,000.
Gen. Pedro A. Dlax will be the new
president of Panama to fill out tho
unexpired term of the late President
Dr. Ramon M. Valdex, according to
the decision reached by the majority
members of the national assembly at
Panama.

Pith News Items

AUSTRIA ASKS

PEACEPARLEY

Gathered From A II Over

New Mexico
Weetern Netoepaper Union News Service. .
COMINO EVENT!),
8
Oct.
Annual meeting: New Mexico
Public lieullh Association at Albu-

i

at Farmington.
I

Justlnlano Gutierrez of Cuba is the
new head of the Northwestern Stockmen's Association.
There will be 978 delegates in the
Republican state convention, which is
to be held in Santa Fé.
The school authorities at Lucy have
ordered two auto hacks to haul the
pupils to and from school.
Attorney General Harry L. Patton,
In an opinion, states that the
Albuquerque street railway fare is Illegal.
J. E. Braxton of Santa Fé county
was granted a complete pardon and
restored to citizenship by Governor
W. E. Llndsey.
Louis Ihfeld was elected president
of the New Mexico and Arizona Hide
Dealers 'Association at a meeting held
in Albuquerque.
The Sept. 1 estimates on condition,
acreage and production of crops in
New Mexico are not so favorable as
they were a month ago.
Word reached Albuquerque
that
John Turner, a member of Company E,
166th Infantry, the 83rd brigade and
42nd division, was killed in action on

July

30.

Call for a convention to "win the
war for a permanent peace," has been
issued by Governor Llndsey to be held
Sept. 23 In the high school auditorium
at Albuquerque.
Six hundred members of the Albuquerque lodge of Elks have joined one
big War Savings Society, each member pledging himself to save regularly
for the purchase of Thrift and War
Savings Stamps.
Early frost and a disease resembling blight will have the effect of cutting the yield of Irish potatoes from
the lands of the farmers in the Zunl
mountains .to about SO per cent of
what it was last year.

The eighth fire which occurred at

Carlsbad in the past few weeks was
that which destroyed the residence ot
Joe James, occupied by the family of
Jules Baker. The loss is estimated at
$8,000, with $500 in furniture.
Two hundred thousand acres ot
grazing and agricultural land in the
state have been freed from the prairie
dog pest, according to Dr. S. E. Piper
of the biological survey who predicts
that they will be entirely eliminated
by 1920.
Springer fa to have a creamery.
Felix Jones may not serve hla sentence for the killing of Thomas Lyons
ot Sliver City.- - The authorities of Dallas county, Tex., want him to be given
them that he may stand trial for the
killing of Florence Brown in Dallas,
In 1913.
Judge Herbert F. Raynolds of Albuquerque, in tbe District Court, granted
Mrs. Helen M. Wood a divorce from
John A. Wood. The couple bad been
years and
married for thirty-thre- e
have raised a family of five children,
all ot whom are married.
Governor Llndsey has issued
the
following notarial commissions: John
W. Green, Hillsboro; Alfonso Vigil,
Taos; J. J. Rogers, Des Moines: Frank
Gumm, Jr., Raton; Emil'O. Christiansen, Raton; H. L. Hall, Chama, and
Esther M. Barton, Santa Fé.
There la on foot a movement to
have the Magdalena section of Socorro county go before the session of the
state Legislature this winter and ask
that Socorro county, perhaps the biggest in the United States, be cut in
half and that a new county be formed
with Magdalena as the county seat.
Seven New Mexican names appear
in the casualty lists made public by

the War Department They are: Jose
Li. Herrera, Cuba; Dean D. Hoi loman,
Artesla; Libareto Jaramlllo, Zuni;
Baltasar Baca, Vlllanueva; Charles
Bell, Pleache, and William A.
Socorro, all missing In action.
Sheriff Kelso Lopez of Santa Pi, arrested Antonio Romero, aged 45 years,
of Pojoaque, and lodged him in the
county jail on the charge of killing
Julian de la Rivas, aged 44 years, at
Pojoaque.
It Is alleged that Romero
truck Rlvaa with a bar of Iron.
Brun-aug-

WESTERN

;

-

,

MINING AND OIL

'FORCE TO LIMIT' REPLY
ALLIES TO STAND
BY DEMANDS OF WILSON IN
BALTIMORE ADDRESS.

Weetern Newspaper Union News Service.
'

Amsterdam,

Sept. 16.

government invites all belligerent governments to meet in a neutral place at a time to be determined
to "secure an expression of views
.which would show whether those prerequisites exist which would make
the speedy inauguration of peace negotiations appear promising." The proposal calls for all belligerents to send
delegates to a "confidential and unbinding discussion on the basis principles tor the conclusion of peace."
It suggests there be no Interruption
of the war.. The Holy See and all
neutral nations also will be- - notified.
An official statement from Vienna
making the above announcement has
been received here.

ganic Trouble by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

'

Western New.pap.r Union Newe Service,

Metal Market Prices.

Bar silver, $1.01; copper, $26.62tt;
lead, $8.06; spelter, $8.89; tungsten
ooncentrates, unit, $24.60.
;

Arizona.
The Consolidated Arizona Copper
Company, at Mowry, has just received
an engine and hoist.
Rich silver ore has been taken from
These
the Etta mines at Kingman.
mines have recently been reopened. '
!

AMERICA AND

;

Inspiration Copper Company August

pounds
totaled 9,000,000
against 9,000,000 pounds in July and
10,300,000 in June.
Stations are being cut on the 1,200-folevel in the Gadsden shaft and
crosscuttlng westward toward the contact will be under way soon.
production

Colorado.
A carload ot concentrates from tbe
Slide flotation mill at Gold Hill was
shipped recently.
The Granite Gold Mining Company
of Cripple Creek has taken a bond and
lease on a copper property in Gunnison county.
The Patterson Bradley . Leasing
has
Company
Creek
at Cripple
awarded a contract to crosscut from
(he
level of the Orpba May
Washington, Sept. 16. Germany's minethirteenth
to tbe Specimen property adlatest peace feeler, advanced through joining.
Austria, it was officially stated, best
Much new machinery Is being infinds Its answer In President Wilson's
Baltimore speech delivered last April. stalled on the Overland and Eureka oil
"Force, force to the utmost, force leases west of Pueblo and drilling will
without stint or limit; the righteous commence in a short time. Two Elecand triumphant force which shall tric lighting plants will be constructed
make right the law of the world, and which will enable drilling crews to
cast every selfish dominion down in operate at night.
A new tipple Is under construction
the dust."
That was the President's answer at the Lennox mine south of Mllner
his
is
reiterated,
belonging to the Federal Coal Comthen, and, it was
pany. The new structure. will be comanswer now. pleted in thirty days and will accommodate an increased output of about
EXPOSE BOCHE AGENTS 200 tons of coal a day. '
Reports from Cripple Creek show
U. S. Shows that Lenine and Trotzky
that mining Operations are quiet, principally because of the scarolty of laWere Kaiser's Revolt Tools
In Russia.
bor, though many of the mining men
Washington. Proofs removing any attribute the stagnation to the price
doubts that Lenine and Trotzky, the of gold. One mining man said that If
Bolshevik leaders, are paid German the government fixed $100 as" the gold
bonus that this, coupled with silver,
agents if any doubts remaln-r-wer- e
laid before the world Sunday by the would see much activity in all minUnited States government in the first ing districts of the state despite the
Installment of an amazing series of high cost of operation.
disclosed
documents,
Stockholders of the Cresson Consolseven official
through the committee on public In- idated Mining Company of Cripple
Creek received checks for the monthformation.
ly dividend totaling $122,000. AccomSecured in Russia by American
only
not
panying these checks was a statement
agents, these documents
government
German
from A. E. Carlton, president ot tbe
show how the
through Its imperial bank paid its gold company, announcing that tha Cresprofits
son mine in July produced
to Lenine, Trotzky and their Immediate associates to betray Russia into amounting to over $14,000 in excess of
deserting her allies, but give added the dividend and also that the ore reproofs, If any be necessary, that Ger- serves had been largely added to durmany had perfected her plans for a ing that month.
war of world conquest long before the
Montana. '
assassinations at Sarajevo, which, as
the world is now convinced, convenFifty-fou-r
oil companies are now opiently furnished her pretext.
erating In the oil shale districts, prinThese documents further show that cipally in Colorado and Utah, accordbefore the world war. was four months ing to latest advices received by the
old, and more than two years before geological survey.
the United States was drawn into it.
The bureau ot mines. In a recent
.Germany already was setting afoot her bulletin, states
that the capacities of
plans to "mobilize destructive agents the oil sands in the various oil fields
and observers" to cause explosions,
of the United States are from five to
strikes and outrages in this country, ten times greater than the quantities
and planned the employment of "an- of oil commonly extracted from them.
archists and escaped criminals" for
The porphyry copper companies
tbe purpose.
deThey disclose a new story of human Utah, Chino, Ray and Nevada
clared
the same dividends as paid In
treachery for gold which might althe last quarter Utah, $2.60 a share;
most well be described without sacrilege as placing its perpetrators on a Chino, $1; Ray, 75 cents, and Nevada,
pedestal with Judas and his thirty 75 cents. The dividends are payable
Sept. 30 to stock of record Sept. 16.
pieces of silver.
ADVANCE AT ST. QUENTIN.
New Mexico.
The Great Eagle fluorspar mine
Yankee Army Pushes Toward Metz on
near Lordsburg is now producing 200
Line Under Fire of Fort.
London, Sept. 16. The British have tons per week.
captured Malssemy, northwest ot St.
Eight cars of bullion were recently
Quentln, together with the trench sys- shipped from the Mogollón Mines
tem to the southeast and east of that Company at Mogollón.
place. Field Marshal Halg makes this
The new mill of the Socorro Minannouncement In his night report
ing Company at Mogollón Is running
smoothly.
A large part of the mine
Paris. ''South of the Olse," says the crew was lost during the shut-dowSunday
war 'office announcement
occasioned by the burning of tbe mill.
night "we maintained our positions However this shortage is gradually
against violent counter attacks. Wa being decreased.
captured the plateau east of Vauxall-lo- n
The Oaks Company have finished
and the crest northeast of
the sinking of their central shaft and
The prisoners taken by us development
will be started in both
since Saturday morning exceed 3,500."
directions from the fourth level, enS, the Eberle and
London. Gen. Pershing's army, ac- tering the Maud
cording to Sunday afternoon's news, Clifton mines. Regular production
Since Sat- will be started within a few .weeks. .
Is making-- fine progress.
The Great Eagle fluorspar mine lourday afternoon it has advanced from
thirty-threecated near Red Rock on the lower
two to three miles on a
guns
ot
Gila continues to ship about four cars
mile front, and the fortress
Meti have come into action against it per Week of high grade spar, princiSunday
noon
at
Une
pally to San Francisco, one car of
American
The
ran through Norroy, on the Moselle; nearly pure grade going to Chicago
Haumont, Doncourt and to Abaucourt, each week. This material
grades
97.97 per cent calcfluoride.
on the old Une.
After Murderers of Two Policemen.
Denver, Sept 16. Pursuit of the
band of train robbers and bandits
whose two days' reign of terror In
Denver and Colorado Springs culminated in the murder of Chief ot Detectives John W. Rowan of Colorado
Springs Friday afternoon and the murder of Patrolman Luther McMahlll of
the Capitol Hill substation sbortly after S: 30 a'clock Saturday morning,
Already four members of the
actual gang of robbers, three men and
cne woman, are under arrest.

600 CHICKENS

After Being Relieved of Or

NEWS
CONFERENCE OF BELLIGERENT8
SOUGHT TO DETERMINE BASIS
FOR ENDING WAR.

querque.

Hagennan Is to have a branch of
,the Episcopal Church.
.
,
.
The Methodists
at Hope ' have
bought a new parsonage.
Lee Trammel),
Guadalupita, was
killed in action in France.
Two business buildings were destroyed by fire at Cuervo. .
Cotton prospects in the Carlsbad
section are the best in years.
Three boys, brothers, at Yesq, are
knitting socks for the Red Cross.
A bumper crop of pinto beans is
predicted In the Springer section.
Magdalena voted bonds for tbe construction of a new sehool building.
Everett E. Cowgill of Columbus is'
dead from wounds received in France.
Ten young women at Gallup have
registered for the U. S. nurses' reserve. . .
Thomas W. Freeman, a former resident of Springer, committed suicide at
Dawson.
Claude Walker, son of the owner of
the light plant, was severely burned

NOW RAISES

Wyoming.
In the Rock Creek field' the present
Indication are that there will be a production eventually of 2,000 barrels a
day.
In the last three weeks the Ohio
company, drilling for the Merritt and
in which both companies
are interested, has brought In two wells on
Section 10 of the Big Muddy field.
Each of the wells has a production of
500 barrels a day and from present indications, they will keep this up, as
there are no signs ot subsidence.

Oregon. III". "I took Lydia E. Pink,
bam e Vegetable Compound for an or- ornnip. tmnhlñ whlr-hpulled me down un
Illlillllllllllllllllllll
til 1 could not put my
foot to the floor and
could scarcely do my
nrnvlr nnrl Aa T live.
on a small farm and

raise

six hundred
chickens every year
it made it very bard

forme.

"I saw the Compound advertised in
our D&Der. and tried
I '
ii rnl 'if
it has rewtorarl
try health so I can do all my work and
recommendam
I
that
I am so grateful
ing it to my friends." Mrs. D. M.
111.
Oregon,
Alters, R. R. 4,
Onlywomenwhohave suffered the tortures of such troubles and have dragged, f
along from day to day can realize
which this famous root and herb
remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, brought to Mrs. Alters.
.
Women everywhere in Mrs. Alters-condition should profit by her recommendation, and if there are any com- write Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Slications Co.,
Lynn, Mass., for advice.
The result of their 40 years experience
'
is at your service.
One Lack.
"He's a man of Iron, Isn't heJ"
"Yes, but he's not well tempered."
Baltimore American.
8oft, Clear Skins.
Nlpht and moraine hathe the faca
with Cutlcura Soap and hot water. If
Aere are pimples first smear them
Kith Cutlcura Ointment For free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept X, Bosun." Sold by druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 60. Adv.
Proper Treatment
"That singer's notes are guttural."

"Then they ought to be curbed.
Baltimore American.

Red Cross Bag Blue makes the latradna
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow-A- ll
good grocers.
Adv.
HARDLY WHAT YOU EXPECTED
Story Reads Like Opening Lines of
Glyn Novel, but You Will
Find It Isn't.

It would have been the nleht
had Christmas fallen on.
he following day. However, it didn't..
no"
But
matter.
She was expectant
:hnt he would come that night to make-le- r
a proposal. Things must be'tulked'
)ver. She wondered how her husband
sotild feel If the worst cimie to
s

r
He arrived.
She led him Into
and bade him he Rented. Not
i word was exchanged for a moment.
She looked toward the door expect-intl- y,
but In vnln. Then she turneds
ler gaze on the man. How old
; how careworn !
He met her gnze. He did not flinch.
Be opened his mouth as If to speak,,
nit his lips closed again as he heard'
footsteps approaching the door.
entered the room.
"I have been thinking It over," said'
'lie man, as the husband took a seat
lear him, "and I don't see how I
paper the dining room an
titchen for less than $15." Indlanapo-l- s
News.

People In the world are so much,
tllke that if you And fault with one-ro- u
hit a thousand.
Many a man's orginality Is due to
lefecllve memory.

Take
P0STUM!
111

you hear it more
and more when one
is asked what he'll
have for his morn-

drink.
Delightful aroma
and taste,and freedom from the discomforts that rto
v
with coffee.
ing

Nourishing healthful, economical.
NOWASTE

at ali-

an important item
these days. Give
INSTANT POSTUM

atrial.

a

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

GRIP? KNOCK IT QUI
Victim Tells of Decoction
Cured Him Quickly.

Raisina of Manu Sunken
Ships bu England Hebs

to Defeat the German

Submarine Campaign
UILDING - new ships to replace
losses Is not the only way to defeat
the Ciermun submarine campaign.
Suving ships that have been damaged, lifting those, even, that have
been sunk, and restoring them to
seagoing condition, are among the
methods which have gradually been
improved in England as the strin
e
gency of the shipping shortage
greater each mouth. The reason why (he
British authorities were not fully equipped to
Taise every ship that was sunk from the very
start of the war is purely commercial. Salving
ships costs money. Building new ones costs
money. So long as the cost of salving wns equal
or even slightly in excess of the cost of building,
.go long It was not worth the while of owners to
order salvage operations Just so long were Invention and progress In the art of viilvage delayed. When the salving of ships became urgent
in the course of 1916 inventors of new appliances and new methods, salvage experts of many
.years standing, set their brains to work, and the
result is that today ships can be raised and repaired from positions that two years ago would
have been abandoned as hopeless.
As showing how need stimulates Invention, I
may Instance a discovery In chemistry which
has proved to be of the utmost value in salvage
work, writes H. C. Ferraby in Country Life. It
is obvious that when a ship, laden with grain,
beef, or other perishable stuffs, gets water-loggewith seawater, something very unpleasant Is going to happen to her cargo. In point of fact, it
factory. Urain
turns into miniature poison-ga- s
produces sulphuretted hydrogen, and the salvage
men who stumble on a pocket of that in a
benched ship would be seized with violent sickness, would be partially blinded for some time,
and would turn a dull leaden color in the face.
Experiment brought an antidote to this trouble,
and now the cargo of a ship that Is to be salved
can be sprayed with a special solution as soon
as there is any reason to suspect poison gas.
'This spraying removes all danger.
Salvage work before the war was purely a
private enterprise. The admiralty had no salvage branch, and when warships went ashore or
were beached after collision the private Arms,
like the Liverpool Salvage association, were
called in. War altered that, like many other
things in the maritime world, and today the
whole of the salvage work around the United
Kingdom is carried out by an admiralty department. But since the men manning that department are, without exception, the former heads
of the salvage business, 'the difference Is mainly
in tilles and not In methods.
Warship salving Is confidential, and the work
clone by the department in this direction cannot
ihe described.
Its share in keeping the allies
supplied with merchant ships, however, Is not
secret, end the record of work done since October, 1015, is an excellent one. Down to the end
of 191.7 the admiralty salvage section, under the
guldunce of Capt. F. W. Young, had rescued 200
wrecked, mined or torpedoed ships and sent them
iln for repairs.
All that time their experience
was growing. New material was being built for
.the work, new Ideas were being put Into practical simpe, and the result Is that the year 1918
has so far seen a remarkable Increase In the
number of ships saved.
The figures for the
early part of this year are: January, 14; February, 41; March, 37; April, 36; May, 19; giving a
total of 147. Thus In 32 months 407 ships have
Ibeen restored to the world's mercantile tonnnge.
'The Germans count nil these and some of them
twice over, In their calculations of the tonnage
loss Indicted on the allies by the submarine
,
campaign.
L Kvery salvage man will tell you that the only
thing értaln about
that ywTwvw'kiww
vhut Is "going To TTiípjién. A ship may be ashore
:in the shnplest position, with just one big hole
in her to be'pafcKd up, and Tt looks like a job
that will take n few days. Iu the end you are.
perhaps, six months hnnglng around with that
one ship before you can get her to float. Weath-- .
r, tides and tile. ;ondltlon of the cargo all play
a leading part I the work. The only thing the
salvage man has ot to do all the time is to be
patient. That, perhaps, IS why they all look so
tired. Waiting is a weary business.
"
The weather Is the worst enemy of salvage
men. It Is very nice on aflue summer's day to
stand on the cliffs and look down at the busy
humming workshops that we call salvage steamers "lustered round a wreck that shines red with
rust In the sunlight. The motors of the pumps
h
drone Incessantly, and the. great
pipes
send out cascades of gray water whose stale
scent travels far before it is lost. The
divers clamber up and down, sitting
for a while In the sun to make report of their
progress below, receiving orders for the next
stage, or just resting. It Is different. when the
southwesterly gules blow, when rollers pour in
from the Atlantic and pound down like Naasmyth
hammers on the decks of the wreck. The salvage boats and tugs all have to run for shelter,
work has to he abandoned, mid only the still,
silent hulk Is left to weather the storm. So long
as she is firmly Imbedded In the sand or shingle,
however, and there Is plently of water Inside her
as well as outside, it takes a good many months
of storms to knock a ship to pieces. It Is often
necessary, in order to save a wreck from the
effects of weather, to flood compartments In her
that had remained watertight.
The problem of dealing with the water In
wrecks and In ships that have been holed but
are still afloat has been advanced very far toward
solution during the war by the general adoption
a uew Brltjsh Invention, which has been described as a Tnlrncle of modern electrical engineering.
Described simply, it Is an electrically
i'., ven pump which run he entirely suNmerged
mid will stilt pump as efficiently as If It were
i.litne v.: -- . The submersible pump, as It Is
ailed.
things that no one ever believed
n pump iiiulil do. I saw one in the hold of n
WTuvk mvUy, covered with a black, evil sjiell- -

J

Thai

GIRLS! .USE LEMONS
FOR SUNBURN, TAN
Try It! Make this lemon letlen
to whiten your tanned or
freckled akin..

Prescription Brought From France bj
Soldier Son Saved Him Many
Squeeze the juice of two lemons InDays and Nights of Misery,
to a bottle containing three ounces of
Doctor's Bill,
and
Orchard White, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best freckle,
The symptoms were unmistakable sunburn and tan lotion, and complex-Io- n
Pains shot tip my back and through
whltener, at very, very small cost.
my bead. Sneeze followed sneeze, and
Your grocer has the lemons and any
as,
helpless
as
more
weak
I felt
but
drug store or toilet counter will supply
than, a kitten.
three ounces of Orchard White for a
When I got home from the office
few cents. Massage this sweetly fraand I don't know how 1 managed to grant lotion Into the face, neck, arms
crawl there my whole body was one and hands and see how quickly the
large ache. My wife rushed to meet freckles, sunburn, wlndhurn and tan
me at the gate.
disappear and how clear, soft and
"Jack's come home on leave, dear," white the skin becomes. Yes I It 1
she said, throwing her arms around my harmless. Adv.
neck In sheer ecstasy. "He got fourteen days. Isn't It simply glorious 7"
Quite Right.
(Jack Is our soldier boy.)
Father "Have you saved any money
I didn't like to do so, but on the for a rainy duy?" Son "Yes. sir, and
grounds of expediency I gently but I bought an umhrellu with It."
firmly pushed her off.
"Be careful, old girl," I explained) Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
"I've got it"
by local applications as theytcannot reach
portion of the ear. There Is
She knew by my watery eyes what the diseased
one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
I meant by It, and slipped her arm only
and that Is by a constitutional remedy.
MEDICINE!
acta
In mine to help me up the path. I was HALL'S CATARRH
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
glad of her assistance, for I was shiv- through
of the System. Catarrhal Deafness Is
by
an Inflamed condition of the
ering all over and felt very depressed. caused
lining of the Eustachian Tube.
"Jnck will be disappointed.
He's mucous
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a
looking forward to having such a good rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
It Is entirely closed. Deafness Is the
time, and now It looks as if yon will when
result. Unless the Inflammation can be reduced and this tube restored to Its norbe In all the time."
condition, hearing may be destroyed
With a groan, I cnrled up on the mal
Many cases of Deafness are
forever.
caused by Catarrh, which Is an Inflamed
couch.
of the Mucous Surfaces.
"Whatever are we to do?" she asked condition
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
as she brought my slippers. "I've noth-In- g case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
by
be
cured
HALL'S CATARRH
In the house and the shops are all MEDICINE!.
All Druggists TOc. Circulars free.
closed. Goodness knows where we can
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo. Ohio.
find a doctor, and poor Jack will soon
be back. He's Just run round to have
Over Development.
a peep at Gwen."
"Don't you think that fishing is good
The situation was certainly desper- exercise?"
,
ate. My head seemed to be bursting,
"Yes for the Imagination."
and so did my heart. This was a poor
sort of welcome to give to our sonnle
If you wtBh beautiful, clear white
after years of absence, and I will free- elothes,
use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
ly own that by this time something good grocers. Adv.
else as well as Influenza was responSo It Goes.
sible for my watery eyes.
"Yes, dnd," sold Jack half an hour . "That trademark made a fortune
now you shelve It In
"Yet
for
me."
my
Inter as he sat jy
bed, "a month
ago I thought some of ns were tn for favor of a crest."
i terrible time. We never had such a
drenching and couldn't get a blessed
bit of clothing dry. We ached all over.
In fact, we were Just about like you.
INSTANTLY RELIEVED
WITH
It was rotten luck, too, for we missed
some of the fun. But Just when we
were at our worst, a French peasant
told ns he knew of something that
OR H0NLY REFUNDED ASK ANY DRUGGIST
would soon put us right. He told ns
he had two herbs In his garden which
he believed would save half the world
on the mind, discourages
A
and lessens ambition -;
If they were only used. Elder blossom
i-beautv. visror and cheerand peppermint, those were the two.
onen disappear
lumesa
when the kldneva are out
"Well, he dropped a handful of each of order or diseased.
For Rood results
In a jug and made a strong Infusftra use Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
the great
medicine. At druggists In Targe
by pouring a pint and a half of boil- kidneymedium
Sample
size bottles.
and
ing water over them, Just as I have bottle by Parcel Post, also pamphlet. size
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,
done. He let It steep for about half N.Address
Y., and enclose ten cents. When writan hour on the hob, then strained and ing mention this paper. '
sweetened It, and made us drink It as
THE SCHOOL OF EXPERIENCE"
hot as we could stand It. He simply
BnenBm
soaked us with It, but the next day
nd ron I
xmuT J
we were like new men.
"What, do you say you can hardly
believe It? Well, here comes mother
with a jugful. It was lucky I had some
MINIATURE
1HE ABORN
with me, and I'll take good care never
ST NEW YORK.
TEL.M
ORtCLKY
to be without It. Now take a good
swig of this. It's quite nice.' Then
PARKER'S
cover np and well pile on the clothes."
HAIR BALSAM
Sooner than I conld have believed,
A toilet preparation of merit,
Helpe to eradicate dandruff.
the perspiration was rolling down my
For Reetara Color sum.
face in grand style. Later on I emptied
Beauty toCrar or Faded Hair.
toe, and
at DrairgiiU.
the Jug and fell Into a deep, refreshing
sleep.
The next morning the feeling of ennui had passed away. My head was
clearer, ami I could even make a Joke.
The day after I was able to sit up, and
I've never looked back since.
Now this Is nht a fairy tale, but a
sober fact, and If all who are victims
m
il JT;...
t e mnA Ml Tslnn
Sample each free of "OaMcare, pejpt. 1, maitem."
of the influenza fiend would try this
magic potion they would soon be
breathing henedlctlons on the head of
that unknown peasant In Flanders. It
Is so harmless that yon cannot use It
amiss, and so effectual that you cannot give it In vain. Buffalo Express.

ASTHMA

salvage waax Arixntroe
Ing coze, looking for all the world like a bit of
wreckage itself. But It had Just finished a long
bout of pumping under water In that hold, which
vas filled with floating barrels, beams, tangled
Ironwork and a sludge that was Indescribable;
and when It had been put over the side and bad
pumped a few tons of clean sen water through
Itself, that pump was ready to start work again
anywhere.
The secret of the pump Is that It Is not watertight which sounds absurd. It 'is, .however, perfectly true that the water - can flow in and
around the whole of the works of the pump while
It Is at work. No one has ever hitherto succeeded In making electricity work under water In
this way ; hut the uses of the discovery are plain
even to the layman.
A ship fitted with these
pumps, for example, ought never to sink, If she
has enough of them on board, because they can
be set to work In the flooded compartments and
pump the water out as fast as It comes in. Damage to the engine rooms does not affect the
pumps, because they do not rely for their current on the ship's dynamos, but on their own
portable outfit.
Salvage experts tell one rather, amusing tale
of the versatility of the pumps. A fire broke out
In the hold of a ship that was carrying a very
,.caigí- - T'?. submersible
puiups were on board, and the "capTain slung
them over the side Into the sea, attached a good
length of hose to them and set them going to
pump water at the rate of about 350 tons an
hour each into the burning hold. They soon pnt
the fire out, and the captain then lowered the
pumps Into the hold and made them pump out
the water they had previously pumped In.

Fire at sea, collision, weather and other marine
risks are all dealt with by the admiralty salvage
section just as 'much as war risks such as mining and torpedoing; but it Is, of course, the war
risks that provide the bulk of the cases. The
work of the section falls really into three parts.
There are, first of all, the rescue tugs. These
proceed to any ship that Is In distress, whatever
the cause, and endeavor to tow her into port,
or nt leost to get her into shallow water, where
she can go aground or even sink and still be
solvable. In the Intter case the second part of
the section's work begins the patching up, emptying and lifting. This may take anything from
six weeks to six months. When she is lifted and
afloat again she Is towed to the nearest sheltered
anchorage, and there temporary repairs are effected, she is cleaned up Inside and her
restored to something like order. It is
the aim, as far as possible, to enable her to
proceed to ft shipyard under her own steam.
There are cases, of course, where the torpedo or
the mine has exploded Just by the engine-rooThen the
and blown everything to fragments.
hull, patched up, has to be towed to the repairing yard; but In the majority of cases the damage Is in the bows or in the stern, and the vessel
can limp along by herself after first aid from the
salvage section.
British salvage experts have little hope of
salving any of the ships that are down in deep
water. The physical limitations of divers alone
would make It an impossibility to raise, for example, the Lusitnnla, and, so far. no mechanical
devices that have been suggested or mude hold
out any hope of doing the work of the diver with
any success.

INTRICATE WEAPON

of Nero. "I told him that the Bonaparte family
considered this the very image of their mother.
AVhen Múdame Mere was In Naples, her daughter.
Queen Caroline, Induced her to sit by the statue,
and made a large party remark on the striking
resemblance."

yjJl'jjjfl"",1!!
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d
body, con-- ,
Back of the torpedo Is its
tatning all the machinery to drive and steer after
It has been launched. From forward aft we find
compartments as follows: A compressed air reservoir, an Immersion or balance chamber, engine
space and a buoyancy chamber. The tiny engine
Is driven by compressed air, which Is compressed
to a high degree, and it rotates the propellers
whereby the projectile is carried through the
water. The Immersion or balance chamber provides the means of maintaining the depth at which
the torpedo shall travel through the water after
being launched. In the engine chamber there Is
also the device for keeping the projectile to its
This Is
designated path during its travel.
achieved by means of a gyroscope. The buoyancy
engine
chain- of
placed
the
aft
chamber, which Is
ber, is virtually a vacuum. Without this chamber' the torpedo would sink. The propellers and
rudders are astern and outside the torpedo's body.

WONDERFUL

RESEMBLANCE.

t,
was the
Dion Boucicault, the
y
seventeenth-enturvery image of Sir Kenelm Dlgby. the
Douglas Jerrold and Mont-eolflphilosopher.
the Inventor of balloons, might have
Montagu Williams had
nnssed as twin brothers.
perfect
to don a black periwig to become a
depicted by Sir Peter
double of Charles II as
Mot-ie- v
The likeness between Byron and J. L.
I elv
wns
the historian of the Dutch republic, wonder- by the poet's widow as "most

'v

of A
Life," describes how, in 182, he met
I iterary
Shelley In the Koyal Burhon museum. Naples,
mother
and showed Ulm statue of Agripplna, the

'"chnrles MacFarlane

tn his "Reminiscences

GREAT PLAY NEVER PRODUC-- O.

.

Gen. Lew Wallace wrote a tragedy entitled
"Commodus." which was founded on the story
of Maternus,
an escaped slave, who rebelled
against his country, placed himself at the head
u
band of outlaws, planned the capture of
of
Itome and his own elevation to the throne, but
was finally betrayed and killed. It was never
produced, but Lawrence Barrett, to whom It was
submitted, wrote General Wallace that it was the
best play since "Itlchelleu," and that "both as a
poem and as an acting play 'Commodus' is the
best English drama." It was printed, but never
staged. Boston Glclbe.
UP, SEE, UP.

"It's Just dawned on' me why those trapeze
performers are sech funny fellers," said the manager of the op'ry house.
"Wall, why Is It. ole Smart Alec," asked the
sher'f of the taoun.
"Why, cause the dern cusses Is allers actio" up."
FAIR TREATMENT.
A beautiful young lady approached the ticket
window, and In a voice like the rippling ol a
brook asked the clerk: "What Is the fare to the
fair?"
To which the clerk replied: "Same as to the
homely, loadaui."
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Skin Tortured
Babies Sleep
fieSSSA fterCuticura

fEvery Woman WantsA

All the Same to Him.
A new office boy, rather small, recently was employed by an Indianapolis bank. He had been on the Job long
enough to whistle when on duty, but
not long enough to make the personal
acquaintance of all the other Insiders,
Including the president. The other day
the dignified head of the Institution
saw Young America sliding through
the lobby and, observing that he wore
his hair pompadour, called out to him :
"Say, boy, do you know you look like

Hlndenburgf

"Huh," came back the youngster,
hate to tell you who you look like."

"1

When somebody laughed behind hit
desk and told the office boy that he had
spoken curtly to a real Uve bank president, he got this answer: "Well, nc
man can tell me I look like Hinden-bur- g
and get away with It. That goet
with hank presidents, too."
The boy is still drawing his pay.
Indianapolis News.
Got More Than His Share.
The record of having survived twe
torpedo attacks belongs to Edwin 1
Brltt, a wireless operator. Within th
short spuce of eight weeks be figurec
In two sea disasters In the war sone
He was wireless operator on the de
stroyer Jacob Jones when the American vessel was sunk by a German tor
pedo. Shortly after his return to lane
he shipped on the transport Tuscanla
which also fell a victim to the submarine. Brltt has upheld the tradition
of radio men for nerve and steadfastness to duty. His home Is In Brooklyn
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tieth of the price offered by him for
the land, four per cent Interest in advance for the balance of such purchase
New furniture going at a great
Claude Bvrom of Gatesville,
Showers and cold weather are
price, fees for advertising and apTexas has been here visiting the prevalent this week.- So much bargain. Come in. Valley Fur
praisement and all costs incidental to
Doyle family and prospecting so that several have donned over- niture Co.
the sale herein, each and all of said
for a homestead.
coats.
amounts must be deposited in cash or
The stork visited the home of Mr.
Legal Notice
certified exchange at the time of sale
and Mrs. Snell were guests
Mrs. Acnes R. Kubena last Sat
and which said amounts and all of
spent Saturday night in Estancia urday morning, leaving a baby in the Buckner home Saturday. In the District Court of the Third Judi-- '
them are subject to forfeiture to the
District of the State of New
the guests of Miss McUiester.
W. N. Walpole was at home a cial
State of New Mexico, if the successful
Mexico, within and for the County
bidder does not execute- a contract
.Tudce M. B. Fuller returned few hours Sunday.
of Torrance.
D. L. Stump made his weekly
within
thirty days after it has been
the last of B. Snell has " purchased the Emma Kerfoot, Plaintiff,
visit home from his work on the from Albuquerque
mailed to him by the State Land Of
vs.
Saturday
re
he
On
week.
last
fice, said contract to provide that the
Geo. Stone relinquishment where
mill at Estancia.
V. Kerfoot, Defendant.
purchaser may at his option make payceived a telegram ordering him they will be at home. Mr. Stone Claude
No.
889.
Clarence
of
many
friends
The
ments of not less than
of
to renort to San Antonio, Texas, will move his cattle near EsTo the raid defendant. Claude T,
ninety-fivhis
of
per cent of the purchase
sorry
Stump are
to hear
training, preparatory to en tancia.
Kerfoot: You are hereby notified that flt
for
price
any
time
sale
after
at
the
Camp
and
hospital
at
being in the
a complaint has been hied against you
ter nar Y. M. C. A. work over
prior to the expiration of thirty vears
Mrs. Fox and children nf Moo. in the District court of the Third J u
Pike, Arkansas.
from date of the contract, and to proseas. - He left on Tuesday morn dalena are visiting
District, of the State of New
dieial
secin this
vide
for the payment of any unpaid
county
L. C. Fix and wife treated a inor's train for training.
of
And
the
Mexico, within
for
tion.
Mrs.
Fox
is
daughter
a
balance at the expiration of thirty
of Torrance, that being the county in
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Clem Shaffer returned last Mr. and Mrs.- - Ceo.
bunch of their friends to nice.
years
Rrnnnerfrom the date of the contract
which cause is pending, by rami KerNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
luscious watermelons gathered night from El Paso, bringing They are enroute to a
with Interest on deferred payments at
new loca foot. the said Dlaintiff.
LAND
SALE
PUBLIC
rate
the
out of their own garden the 15th. with him his son, uonaia, wno tion.
of four per cent per anuum,
The general object of said action bepayable in advance on the anniversary
TORRANCE COUNTY
been through a siege of ty
ing for a divorce and for alimony; and
Frank Laws is anxiously await has
the date of contract, partial payfever. While over the John Lewis Clark had hnsinpsa that unless you enter your appearance Office of the Commissioner of Public of
ing the coming of the thresher Dhoid Donald
ments to be credited on the anniversary
in said cause on or before the 9th day
is a long way from near btanJey the past week.
Lands,
worst,
of the date of the conti act next following
will
to thresh out his fine crop of strong,
A1918,
judgment
D.
of
October,
Mr. and Mrs. Stone were in
Santa Fe, New Mexico
but the pure mountain
the date of tender.
be rendered againBt you in said cause
wheat and oats that he raised
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
The above sale of land will be sub
air of Mountainair will probably Moriarty the last of last week.
by default.
on his Cieneg? ranch.
soon restore him to his usual
Misses
Isabel and Frances The name of plaintiff's attorney ad-is to the provisions of an Act of Congress ject to valid existing rights, easements,
- Miss Bessie Longstreet, the health.
and reservations.
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws o'
Clark are making preparations W. D. Wesson, and his postoffice
Mexico, and ru
dress is Estancia, New Mexico.
The Commissioner of Public Lands
fh state of Ne-niece of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Kennie SuDulver and J. B to enter sehool at Willard.
hereunto and regulations of the State Land O. or his agent holding such sale reserves
have
I
whereof,
witness
In
Wagner, has returned to her Whitehead, who have been ill
or said lhs fice, thff Commissioner of Pulbic Lands the right to reject any and all bids ofBro.
Williams besran a set my hand and the4 thseal
home in Iowa after a very pleasant- with typhoid fever, are reported series ofJohn
day of Septemtrict Court, this the
Possession under
will offer at public sale to the highest fered at said sale.
meetings
Sunday
after
ber, A. D. 1918.
-visit
with her uncle and as well on the way to recovery noon.
j
contracts of sale for the above debidder at 9 o'clock a. m. on WednesMuch
Clerk.
SALAS,
interest
is
(Seal)
JULIAN
day, October 23rd, 1918, in the town of scribed tráets will be given on signing
aunt.
Forrest Mason of Estancia was
By T. B. RAPKOCH,
Estancia, County of Torrance, State of the contracts.
Deputy.
26
Bean harvest is the order of in Mountainair Tuesday evening
Witness my band and the official seal
of New Mexico, in front of- the court
Mr. and Mrs. Lester enter- long
to
enough
on
business,
wojust
bouse therein, the following described of the State Land Office of the State
the day with the men, the
tained a number of kinfolksat
pretty
:
pink
viz
of
land,
New Mexico, this 10th day of July,
of
one
of
set
tracts
those
men, the girls, the boys.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NEM. SWM 1918.
citing him before the their home Sunday.
Sale No 1275-- SK
cards
Interior
Department
of
the
luck
M.
hard
.
Dodds had the
T.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Calvin Elliott is on the sick
SWM. E SWAf. SUM, Sec. 9; All of
justice of the peace for turning
Commissioner of Public Lands,
to have one of his yearling his car in the middle of the block list; Mrs. Early still confined to 0. 8. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Sec. 16: E N"M. SWM NEM. SEW.
All
20;
of
State of New Mexico.
Sections
Sec.
17;
EH,
1918.
26,
Sec.
August
by
lightning
calves to be struck
Rev. W. D. Garrison was in her bed, and Mrs. Minnie WilNotice is hereby given that Otabiano 21.28; EW, Sec. 29; SWM, Sec. 80; First Publication, July 18, 1918.
Mr. and Mrs. Felton made a town yesterday and reports that liams and Mrs. Delozia are verv Otero, of Tajique, New Mexico, who, tiH. Sec. SI; NJÍ, EJÍ SWM. NWM Last Publication, September 19, 1918.
on F ebruary 23, 1915, made homestead SWM. HEMi Sec- - í3; T. 5 N , R. 11
trip to Santa Fe, bringing back the meetings at the Gran Quivira feeble.
The imand R , containing 4278.05 acres.
Luke Burns and Mr. Loster entry, No. 022910; for seM swy
FOR A WEAK STOMACH.
school house closed last Monday
a load of fruit.
Lot 4, Section 18, Township b north, provements consist of well, windmill,
will
conversome
Tuesday
leave
night,
to
with
fifteen
work with Range 7 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has tank, corrals, and fencing, value The great relief afforded by ChamMrs. Gates and Mabel Laws,
berlain's Tablets in a multitude of cas
There were five accea- the B. & B. department on the filed notice of intention to make final Í 3000. 00.
reDorted sick, are improving, sions.
Sec. 35; T. 5 N., es has fully proven the great value of
three year Proof, to establish claim to
Sale No. 1276-- SK
Miss Mabel being able to take up sions to the Methodist church New Mexico Central.
this preparation for a weak stomach
the land above described, before Neal R. 13 E., containing 320.00 acres. and
and sufficient interest aroused
Mr. and Mrs. John Dressier Jenson,
her school work. .
impaired digestion. In many cases
U. S. Commissioner, at Estan- There are no improvements
on this
Baptist
a
church
has
been
that
from Chapman attended church cia, New Mexico, on October 11, 1918. tract.
this relief has become permanent and
have been completely reorganized.
the
sufferers
services Sunday night and were Claimant names as witnesses:
EM
SW.y, SEM, stored to health.
Sale No.
adv
Yesterday morning the work guests in the Walpole and Burns Santiago
9
7
35;
T.
R.
N.,
34;
Sec.
SWM,
Sec.
Sanchez,
Glovez
Sanchez.
Special Correspondence.
(?) homes.
train brought in Doctor
The imFlorencio Candelario, Emilio Otero, all E., containing 360 00 acres.
provement,) consist of house, barn, and
We are having some real cold Charley Silver, whowas picked
N. A. Lester had business in of Tajique, New Mexico.
fencing, value 8585.00.
up on the
this side liiStancia Tuesday.
weather at this writing.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Tills
Sale No. 1278-SWM
He
Nearly all the farmers are of Abo, with a broken leg.
S
N
SWM, SWM
SWM, Sec. 1;
separated
been
his
has
from
wife
bean harvesting this week.
SWM, Sí SEM, Sec. 2; T. 5 N., R. 14
Don't Vaste Another Day.
and she be
E. All of Sections 35, 36, T. 6 N R.
O." L. Thomas of the Snake for several months,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
14 E., containing 2336.60 acreB. The
home
parents
When you are worried by backache:
From the Enterprise.
with her
Department of the Interior,
Hill country was in Progresso ing at
improvements consist of fencing, value
By lameness and urinary disorders
the family,
Saturday.
W. A.
He says he is well who have sickness inhim.
was in town Ü. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. 810000.
not care for
Don't experiment wich an untried
When Tuesday, Marshall
satisfied with his bean crop this could
in
August 26. 1918.
conversation
No bid on the above described tracts
informed of the conditions, the stated thatand
Notice is hereby given that Florence of land will be accepted for less than medicine.
year,
he had just returned
local justice of the peace had the
Do as thousands of people are doing.
E. Abbott, of Estancia, New Mexico, THREE DOLLARS (S3.00) per acre,
Howard Payne made a bus unfortunate fellow removed to from Estancia where he had who,
on November 23, 1914, made which is the appraised
value thereof
Use Dean's Kidney Pills.
been sent as a delegate to the homestead
iness trip to Estancia Monday.
No.
022210,
for
in
successful
entry,
addition
and
thereto
the
seM
village
jail, where a local
the
Read this Santa Fe resident's exCus Kirchof came down from surgeon reduced the fracture Democratic Convention. - He re Section 11 and ni4 nwM, t ne.y, bidder nust pay for the improvements perience:
,
14, Township 6 north, Range that exist on the land.
Willard Saturday to visit his arrangements were made to take ports a fine time and politics in 9Section
S. W. Smith, carpenter, 103 Water
east, N. M. P. Meridian, has Sled noterestmg.
Sale No. 1278 A. All of Sec. 16; T.
family.
final
to
year
county
to
make
tice of intention
jail, where
Silver
the
three
"I used
5 N. R. 14 E., containing 640.00 acres. St., Santa Fe, N. Méx., says:
Mrs. J. E. Duncan is reported Proof, to establish claim to the land The
Glenn Mulkey came home Mon he can be given better attention,
improvements consist of fencing, to have lame back so badly I couldn't
Jenson,
above
Neal
before
described,
quite
sick
and
has
to
been
taken
on
value
above
bid
$400.00
No
the
day from Estancia where he has the case being a county charge,
U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New described tract of land wUl be accepted turn over in bed and when I was on
As nearly as we have been able the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. V Mexico, on October 11, 1918.
been working-Mrs- .
my feet, sharp twitching pains often ,
for less than $10 00 per acre.
Litz,
where
can
she
care
receive
to
learn he was hoboing" on
M. J. White left Satur
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sale No. 1279 NK, SEM, NSWM. shot through me. When I had those
ful
attention.
day night for Amarillo, Texas, the local, making his way from
N. L. Williams, A. J. Green, Albert SEM SWM. Sec. 32; T. 3. N., R. 14 attacks it was impossible for me to
We
understand . that Rov Abbott,
When
Oscar W. Bay, all of Estancia, E., containing 600 00 acres. There are climb scaffolds. A friend advised me
to spend a few days visiting her Belen to Mountainair.
Brown
no improvements
place
on this tract. No to try Doan's
of
this
has
accepted
N"w Mexico.
the train passed through Abo he
,
Kidney Pills and I did
husband.
bid on the abovd described tract of
position
the
as
on
fireman
riding
the FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register. land
the front end of a
Mrs. C. M. Pearce left Mon- was
will be accepted for less than and one box cured me of that attack .
between
railroad
Albuquerque
$10 00 per acre.
Several times since then I have used
day for Santa Fe to be present high box car. It is presumed and Gallup.
sor
Each of the above described tracts Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
as a delegate to the Woman's that when the train stopped at ry to lose Mr.N' M. We are
Brown
Mrs.
will be offered for sale separately.
GOOD FOR BILIOUSNESS.
kept my kidneys in good order."
Committee of the State Council the crossing to unload freight he and family fromand
our midst but
was thrown trom his seat, rjrob
The above sale of land will be sub
"Two years ago I suffered from fre
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simof Defence.
ably striking one of the steel wish them success. Mrs. Brown quent attacks of stomach trouble and ject to the following terms and con- ply ask for a kidney remedy get
C. C. Wright is back in Pro rails lying
:
ditions,
viz
is
with
us
still
but think she oiliousness.
Seeing
Chamberlain s
aside of the track.
Kidney Pills, the same that Mr.
gresso after spending a short which rails had
Tablets advertised I concluded to try
The successful bidder must oav to Doan's
been removed to contemplates going soon.
Co ,
them.
I improved ranidlv." Miss the Commissioner of Public Lands or Smith had.
time in the Xray neighborhood be replaced by heavier
Miss Susie Davenport and Verbryke, Lima, Ohio
steel.
adv.
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
adv
his agent holding such sale,
Arthur Sheehan and wife
Louis Salas assisted C. L. Creigh
spent Sunday visiting at the
ton at the Encino State Bank
home of Wm. Myers.
From the Record
Thursday as registrars for this
DeVaney
S.
and sons returned
Mrs. J. W. Hambrick is home place. There were 78 registrants
Sunday from the Kansas harvest from an extended visit with her including some aliens.
helds where they have been children in Santa Rita, N. M.,
ine encino school has now
working.
and Miami, Arizona. Mrs. Ham been in progress since the third
brick has two sons fiirhtinar the of September with Prof. Campbattles ot liberty with the Unit bell and daughter of Mountain
From the Moriarty Messenger.
btates forces in France. Alvie air, JN.
And
in charge.
Ed. Shields is visiting at the ed
has been over there" for more from the report of the scholars.
Crossley home.
than six months, and Abe ar Prof. Campbell must have struck
Miss Susie Moulton left Wed- rived safely overseas recently.
..
the key note to the older boys
nesday for Albuquerque to take
Layne came in Friday and girls at least, for when
frank
a position in the telephone office. from the Clovis hospital, where asked how they like their teachTHE WHITE HOUSE
Mrs. Ruth Cullers left Satur- he had been down with a serious er, they say fine, and praise him
day to visit her parents at Bry-so- case ot typhoid fever.
very much for their kind but
WASHINGTON
Texas.
frof. W. K. Twveffort went firm way with them.
Mrs. J. S. Moulton returned to Cedarvale last Fridav to make
Albuquerque Monday, final proof on his claim near that
irom
CLUB PICNIC
of
comes to
coun
where she has been visiting her place. He reports the bean harson Robert.
vest in full swinsr. and corn and
The Boys' and Girls' Club of
i
lend the
W. T. Savage and family made other stuff more plentiful than Mestinito district had Quite a de
money,
request
a business trip to Dallas, Texas, last year. Mrs Twyeffort and lightful picnic at a grove one
i
last week Mr. Savage s mother children returned to Willard mile west of the Mestinito school
lend
upon
more liberal scale an ever Derore, m
with him.
house last Sunday.
accompanied them home
Sixty-nin- e
Ivol McKissor,
grandson of There were about sixty pres
men
registered
for
great
rights of
libera
"Grandma" McKissor, departed ent including club members and
inursday.
visitors.
last
week
for
Minneapolis,
KanMr. Louis, of Hica, Texas, is
tion
world may
There was plenty of shade,
increasing
nere visiting his daughter, Mrs sas, wheie his mother resides.
inner and tun to please each
Ha7.ptwnnr1
C. C. Sherrell of Okemah,
came in last Friday and all.
vigor to
victorious conclusion.
makes'
Arthur John returned home Oklahoma,
The athletic sports were spirit
to visit with the Beufford family
Friday from South Dakota.
interesting.
ed
and
of town.
He is a
Carl Howell is home from southwest
confidence"
it knows
The members of Mestinito Club
every
brother of Mrs. Bob Beufford.
Kansas where he has been work- Mr.
Sherrell will look oyer the are doing some good work and
ing in the harvest fields.
it is becoming clearer
valley and may locate here if he you will hear more about them
clearer
thinking
throughout
Bryan Lovett is home from nnds a suitable place.
our club fair this fall.
Mrs. R. L. Foster is their local
Hachita, N. M., where he has G. W.
Johnson who recpntlv
of
is
essential investbeen with his brother.
sold his place southeast of town leader and she believes in putting "pep" into anything she
Chester Shockey returned home to Felipe Alderete.
bouchfc one undertakes.
is
Saturday from Mulvane, Kansas, section of land of Joe
ment.
will
of little
J. Brazil
where he has been visiting his last weeki
Mr. .Tnhnnnn in nno
no value if the war is not won and the selfish masters of Germany are permitted to dictate
grandparents.
of the pioneer settlers in this Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
H. J. Fincke and family and vicinity, having come here about by local application, aa ther cannot reach
what America may or may not do. Men in America, besides, have from the first until now
the dtaeaacd portion of the ear. Thero la
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Gilbert re- eleven years ago from Oklahoma. only
one way to cure catarrhal dcoTneaa,
that la br a conatltutional remedy.
turned home Wednesday after Early in the spring he sold his and
dedicated both their lives and their fortunes to the vindication and maintenance of the 'great
Catarrhal Deafneaa la caused by an incondition of the mucoui lining of
battling mud for seven days in ranch with the intention of mov- flamed
the Euatacblan Tube. When thta tube la
you have a rumbling Bound or ImKansas and five days in Colorado ing farther west, but he now Inflamed
principles and objects for which our Government was set up. They will not fail now to
perfect hearing, and when It la entirely
and northern New Mexico.
la the reault.
Of thinks he cannot better himself,
Vnleea the
can
Inflammation
be
show
reduced
and
thla
the world for what their wealth was intended.
tube
the hundreds of tourists who and will start building up again.
.
to I ta normal condition, hearing
will be deatroyed forever.
Many caaca of
were inconvenienced by the mud His new place is near the one deafneaa
ara cauaed by catarrh, which la
an Inflamed condition of the mucoua
and rain not a one was heard to he sold
Hall's Catarrh Medicine acta thru
grumble, as the rains insure a
the blood on the mucous surfaces of tha
Editor R. L. Hitt. whn in visit. system.
bumper wheat crop next vpar nig nome
We
give
One
will
Hundred
Dollars for
ioiks in Illinois, wires any caae of Catarrhal
wnen it is hoped food will help from Kansas
that cannot
City that he' will be be cured b Hail-- f'.r.rrk Unlt.iu
i culara ire. All rruariata, 76c.
win the war.
nome today.
I. i. CHENEY CO., Toledo,

M'INTOSH

Special Correspondence.
Cecil Brown and brother. Mar- cellus have moved into the West- brook property so that they may
attend school here.
Izella Dodds and Ayslee Sewall

MOUNTAINAIR

PLEASANTVTEW
Special

From the Independent.

Closing

Correspondence;

Out Sale.

GHAMBI

MAIN'S

COUCH

REMIDY.

Thio is not onlv one of the best and
.of .nimsnt medicines for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough, but
which is imit is also pleasant to take,must
be given
portant when a medicine
s Cough
Chamberlain
to young children.
Kemedy has been in use for many
favor
much
with
vears ard has met
be-,.wherever its good qualities have
Manv mothers have
Unnwn
t their nnnualifled endorsement,
Wm. Scruby, Ohillicothe. Mo , writes, o
have
"I have oHraised three children;
Cough Rem- ,w nH found it to be tne best tor
It is pleaS'
.A..uD nnM, nnH prnun.
ant to take. Both adults and children
always
I
have
My wife and
like it.
mfe from croup with it in the
house." Chamberlain's uougn Kemeay
contains no opium or other narcotic.
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